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Abstract 

Since the establishment of the European Economic Community, the Common Fisheries Pol-

icy (CFP) built the legal basis for economic exploitation of fish stocks under the guise of 

"conservation policy". Since the scientific certainty of an approaching collapse of fish stocks 

exists, the European Union has been trying to integrate more ecological needs with the help of 

an ecosystem-based approach to fisheries management (EAFM). However, the EAFM con-

cept fails due to historical circumstances such as the principle of relative stability, outdated 

stakeholder involvement and weak legal frameworks that would allow an effective implemen-

tation. Ecosystem-based management is not doomed to fail in advance, as the implementation 

in Norway shows. Norway is a role model in the field of sustainable fisheries management 

and can look back on a comparatively long tradition of appropriate conservation measures. 

Pragmatic approaches, extensive stakeholder involvement and resilient environmental law 

principles enable such success and are therefore considered the "measure of all things". The 

aim of this thesis is to find out how a more adaptive legal implementation of EAFM in the 

CFP can be enabled through a legal comparison between the two legal regimes. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Since the beginning of the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) in the 1970s, fish stocks have 

been perceived as a generally inexhaustible "common pool resource".1  Since then, most leg-

islation has focused on satisfying economic rather than ecological interests2, so that, quotas 

have been systematically set on unsustainable levels, subsidising overcapacity, and adopting 

inappropriate conservation measures (CM). All Measures under the CFP are considered as 

CM because the overarching goal of the CFP is to promote conservation policies.3 These mis-

conceptions marked the beginning of a criticism of European fisheries policy that has been 

going on for years due to ever since declining catch numbers and simultaneously rising costs. 

The reason for the lack of catches and the main objects of criticism are the deteriorating mari-

time ecosystems and the declining fish stocks in European waters (“Union waters”)4 due to 

various disturbance factors such as climate change, pollution, and unsustainable fishing prac-

tices such as overcapacity, overfishing and the absence or non-observance of scientific advice. 

However, the crisis of European fisheries are not exclusively due to a failure of the European 

Union (EU), but rather to the complexity of the underlying and competing interests, as eco-

nomic, ecological and social conditions must be equally taken into account in the Common 

Fisheries Policy (CFP) while drafting CM.5 The year 2012 marked the lowest year in terms of 

catches and signalled that a serious shift towards more sustainable fishery practices and re-

duced pressure upon the marine ecosystems is needed if the sector wants to survive.6 In order 

to overcome these problems, the "Ecosystem-based approach to fisheries management" 

(EAFM) was introduced 2002 in the CFP, but only defined in the 2013 CFP as 

 

1 Jill Wakefield, Reforming the Common Fisheries Policy (Edward Elgar 2016) XX. 

2 Ibid. 

3 Art. 3 (1) (d) The Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union OJ L C 115/47 (TFEU). 

4 Art. 4 (1) 1 Regulation (EU) No 1380/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 December 

2013 OJ L 354/22 (CFP). 

5 Art. 2 (1) CFP. 

6 ‘Fishery Statistics’ (eurostat statistics explained, 10 October 2021) <https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-ex-

plained/index.php?title=Fishery_statistics#Aquaculture_statistics> accessed 23 April 2022. 
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“an integrated approach to managing fisheries within ecologically meaningful boundaries 

which seeks to manage the use of natural resources, taking account of fishing and other hu-

man activities, while preserving both the biological wealth and the biological processes neces-

sary to safeguard the composition, structure and functioning of the habitats of the ecosystem 

affected, by taking into account the knowledge and uncertainties regarding biotic, abiotic and 

human components of ecosystems”.7 

Due to the EU Commission the concept of EAFM is based on the Ecosystem Approach (EA) 

and represents an integrated management approach that seeks to reconcile ecological (ecolog-

ical pillar) and social-economic (social pillar) considerations by considering cumulative ef-

fects in decision-making.8 The purpose of EAFM is to manage the activity concerned "within 

ecologically meaningful boundaries" so that decisions are made on a case-by-case basis with 

the aim of sustainable resource use.9 EAFM is applied across sectors (horizontal dimension) 

and sector-specific (vertical dimension).10 The horizontal dimension aims to reconcile the ob-

jectives of different sectors and legislations through integrated management.11 In the vertical 

dimension, the activity concerned must be managed within the legislation on the basis of the 

EAFM principles.12 Accordingly, the purpose of the EA is to provide ecosystem services, 

such as food supply as a providing service or species habitat and genetic diversity as support-

ing services.13 

The horizontal dimension of the EA in the EU is formed by various legislations such as inter 

alia Marine Strategy Framework Directive, the Water Framework Directive, and the Marine 

 

7 See Art. 4 (9) CFP.  

8 European Commission Communication, COM (2008) 187 final, ‘The role of the CFP in implementing an eco-

system approach to marine management’, p. 7. 

9 Art. 4 (9) CFP. 

10 G Bianchi and Hein Rune Skjoldal, ‘The Bergen Conference on Implementing the Ecosystem  Approach to 

Fisheries (Bergen,  Norway, 26–28 September  2006): Summary and Main  Conclusions’, The ecosystem 

approach to fisheries (CABI 2009) 15. 

11 ibid. 

12 ibid. 

13‘Supporting Services’ (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations) <http://www.fao.org/ecosys-

tem-services-biodiversity/background/supporting-services/en/> accessed 23 April 2022. 
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Spatial Planning Directive, which in relation to maritime management were reflected by the 

Integrated Marine Policy and nowadays by the Blue Growth Agenda.14 

The vertical dimension within the CFP is reflected in the individual CMs in that the basis for 

decision-making is to consider knowledge and uncertainties and cumulative effects in deci-

sion-making to minimise ecosystem impacts. Key measures are the adoption of the Total Al-

lowable Catch (TAC) based on concepts such as Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY), and ef-

fective bycatch management. 

In contrast to EA, which is defined by international law, the term “Ecosystem-based manage-

ment” is not defined and used when there is management of human activities in the area of re-

source use, such as fisheries. EA(F)M fully incorporates the meaning of EA and, through the 

word "management", emphasises human components such as the acceptance of the use of nat-

ural resources by human activities, the involvement of stakeholders in public decision-mak-

ing, the adaptive capacity of management approaches and the possibility of adaptive manage-

ment.15 In essence, both concepts have the sustainable use of natural resources through the in-

tegration of ecosystem considerations and human activities as their core objective. Thus, in 

the following work, both concepts are considered equivalent in terms of substantive law, as 

their legal design determines the legally binding nature and inclusion of ecosystem interests in 

individual cases.16 

1.2 Purpose and Research Question 

Due the failed promotion of a conservation policy for 50 years ecosystems considerations are 

to be taken more into account through the implementation of the EAFM. The need of an suita-

ble management design which is able to deal with "the complex and dynamic nature of eco-

systems and the absence of complete knowledge or understanding of their functioning" was 

 

14 COM(2021) 240 final Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, The Council, The 

European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of Regions on a new approach for a sustainable 

blue economy in the EU Transforming the EU's Blue Economy for a Sustainable Future. 

15 Sara Söderström and others, ‘“Environmental Governance” and “Ecosystem Management”: Avenues for 

Synergies between Two Approaches’ (2016) 17 Interdisciplinary Environmental Review 1, 5. 

16 ibid. 
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already acknowledged by the founder of the EA.17 Shortly after, the Food and Agricultural 

Organization (FAO) emphasised the need of an adaptive and precautionary law-making and 

implementation of the EAFM in order to achieve its objectives.18 In relation to EAFM, the 

Precautionary Principle or Precautionary Approach and resilient law-making are the corner-

stones for adopting appropriate management measures for the constantly changing availability 

of marine living resources. The CFP builds the legal basis for CM for fishing activities, but 

these have failed in the past also due to missing adaptive management. Therefore, improved 

implementation of the EAFM in the CFP through legal elements of adaptive management is 

needed to prevent fisheries mismanagement and strengthen marine ecosystems to ensure the 

provision of ecosystem services in the future. 

Since the EA is not used exclusively implemented in the EUs Fisheries management, but also 

in Norwegian fisheries policy. Norway implements the EA within their environmental poli-

cies and the its implementation becomes subject of a legal comparison, as Norway operates an 

independent fisheries and environmental policy due to exclusion of these points in the Agree-

ment on the European Economic Area.19 Like the EU, Norway has enacted the Marine Re-

sources Act (MRA), which regulates the management of wild living marine resources, and the 

Nature Diversity Act as the environmental pillar for the management of national territorial 

waters. In comparison to the EU Norway implements the EA as a principle within their fisher-

ies management resulting in more stringent implementation of international commitments and 

incorporation in the decision-making. 

Therefore, in the context of a legal comparison, it is the aim of this thesis to find out to what 

extend extent the previous implementation of the EAFM in the CFP has failed, and whether 

 

17 Fifth Meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity, Ecosystem Ap-

proach, (Nairobi, Kenya, 15 - 26 May 2000), 4. (CBD/COP 5/5/VI). 

18 FAO, The ecosystem approach to fisheries Issues, terminology, principles, institutional foundations, imple-

mentation and outlook, FAO Fisheries Technical Paper 443 No 4, Suppl. 2, ISSN 0429-9345 (2002), p.5 (FAO 

2002, p.) 

19 ‘Climate Change and the Environment’ (Norgesportalen) <https://www.norway.no/en/missions/eu/values-pri-

orities/climate-env/> accessed 5 May 2022.  
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there are parallels/suggestions for an improved implementation through the Norwegian imple-

mentation in terms of strengthening adaptivity of the law to be able to promote conservation 

and sustainable use of fish stocks in an equitable way. 

In this context “adaptivity” will be understood as law, which seeks to establish a close linkage 

between scientific knowledge of social-ecological systems and policy responses to their man-

agement in a constantly changing system with uncertain factors as inter alia scientific data and 

understanding of biological systems, economic and social risks, and the dynamic and complex 

social ecological systems.20 This includes the application of EAFM in particular by the Pre-

cautionary Approach (PA) or Precautionary Principle (PP) and best available science, and 

best available technique, as these form the basis for decision-making at CM. 

In the following “resilience” is understood as “law as a system needs to have capacity to adapt 

to changing social ecological circumstances in the systems it seeks to steer without losing its 

own core characteristics, such as coherence and due process”.21 In relation to the EAFM, legal 

resilience is assessed on the basis of characteristics such as legal certainty, transparent deci-

sion-making, the acceptance and involvement of stakeholders, and the application of the Good 

Governance Principles.22 

1.3 Methodology 

In this paper the implementation of the EA(FM) in the EU and NOR is going to be compared 

regarding its legal design by paying special attention to adaptive and resilient elements. The 

comparison is going to cover a legal analysis of the Quota-setting and the topic of bycatch 

management because these are the central CM of both legislative bodies to promote ecosys-

tem-based governance and the international legal basis for those measures are signed by both 

legal bodies. 

 

20 David Langlet and Rosemary Gail Rayfuse, The Ecosystem Approach in Ocean Planning and Governance: 

Perspectives from Europe and Beyond, vol 87 (Brill Nijhoff 2019) 22. 

21 Ibid 20.; Brita Bohman, Legal Design for Social-Ecological Resilience (University Press 2021) 115.; JB Ruhl, 

‘General Design Principles for Resilience and Adaptive Capacity in Legal Systems - with Applications to Cli-

mate Change Adaptation’ (2011) 89 North Carolina law review 1373, 1373. 

22 Art. 4 CFP; FAO 2002, p. 39-40. 
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In the following comparative legal research will be understood as the “systematic exposition 

of rules, institutions, and procedures prevalent in one or more legal systems with a compara-

tive evaluation after objective estimation of their similarities and differences and their impli-

cations.”23 Since the EAFM/EA itself is not to be concretised in a measure, but is imple-

mented and applied as a concept/principle in all phases of law-making, consequently not only 

the legal norms will be the subject of the comparison, but also the institutions and stakehold-

ers involved. In addition, “comparison” will be understood as “the construction of relations of 

similarity and dissimilarity between different matters of fact”.24 The comparison attempts to 

relate the elements to be compared and to draw conclusions regarding the research question. 

The analysis is conducted by means of a micro-comparison.25 This requires that the CMs of 

both legal systems are analysed to discuss the different legal elements and interpretations on 

the EAFM later on. A social dimension is excluded in this analysis as far as possible, because 

it is not possible to describe the full social dimension of fisheries management and value of 

fisheries in the EU with its 27 MS due to different cultural and historic backgrounds. Obvi-

ously, the social dimension of Norway differs to the European, because private and commer-

cial fishing is anchored an important pillar of the national economy and deeply cultural 

rooted. Social aspects play an important role for the effective implementation of the EA(FM), 

but the legal analysis will rather focus on historic reasons due to the above-mentioned rea-

sons. The historical dimension of both legal acts will be of crucial importance for the analysis, 

because the European and Norwegian fisheries management faced the same ecological and 

economic crisis as stock-collapses, overcapacity, over-subsidizing, but the responses based on 

the same international legal agreements differ. 

It is the purpose of this comparison to develop a more critical understanding of the EU CFP in 

terms of failures of the EAFM and its importance to avert the upcoming sectoral crisis. There-

fore, it’s the purpose to elaborate the elements of the Norwegian implementation which are of 

 

23 P Ishwara Bhat, ‘COMPARATIVE METHOD OF LEGAL RESEARCH: NATURE, PROCESS AND PO-

TENTIALITY’ (2015) 57 Journal of the Indian Law Institute 147, 149. 

24 Nils Jansen, ‘Comparative Law and Comparative Knowledge’, The Oxford Handbook of Comparative Law 

(1st edn, Oxford University Press 2006) 310. 

25 P Ishwara Bhat (n 23) 164–165. 
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importance for an effective implementation of the EAFM and to discuss whether these are 

suitable with EU-law. Norway Fisheries management is comparable, because in both jurisdic-

tions the wild living resources are a common pool resource and scientific knowledge about 

the interactions of stocks and the ecosystems, as well as cumulative impacts is very low, with 

the greatest knowledge about commercially important stocks. Additionally, the environmental 

law is fragmented in both legal systems and therefore causes the horizontal and vertical im-

plementation of EA(FM) with anchoring the CMs in long-term objectives and multi-annual 

plans. Due to the administrative structures in the decision-making process within the sector of 

fisheries management both systems are comparable because it is characterized by its require-

ments of international law like the inclusion of scientific bodies, science, and regional bodies. 

Nevertheless, due to size of the EU as an institution the decision-making process is more 

complex regarding the involved bodies. 

Difficulties in the comparison arise from the fact that socio-cultural factors are difficult to as-

sess in terms of their significance and scope, since, as will be shown in the following analysis, 

both systems are essentially dependent on compliance and collaboration with stakeholders in 

their design, and in this context the cultural approach to law and compliance with the law are 

also of essential importance.26 A second limitation of the comparison results from the fact that 

not all Norwegian laws are available in English, so that a literal translation could have dimin-

ished the meaning of the laws. Due to the language barrier, the research on scientific contribu-

tions in fisheries management was limited to the English-language contributions. 

1.4 Scope delimitation 

As the vertical dimension of the EAFM is subject to this thesis, the legal analysis is only go-

ing to refer to the regulations within the CFP and relating to wild catches within European 

waters and Norwegian waters, because from this point of view the requirements for the imple-

mentation of the EA regarding aquaculture and the external dimension of European fisheries 

differ compared to the catches within EU waters. To allow for a holistic analysis of the 

EA(FM), it cannot be avoided to refer to other legal acts of relevance. However, this will only 

be the case insofar as there is a linkage to the relevant regulations of the CFP. The substantive 

 

26 ibid 168–169. 
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scope is not going to cover aspects of Regional Fisheries Management Organisations because 

the conservation measures within these only refer to local circumstances and can therefore 

only be used as examples.  

1.5 Structure 

The first part of the thesis will contain the legal analysis of the EU CFP. (2.1) This is divided 

into a consideration of the historical developments of the CFP to be able to develop a point of 

departure and create an understanding of the historically grown legal framework. The subse-

quent part covers a legal analysis of the TAC-setting and Bycatch management in the CFP 

(2.2). Both parts are going to be introduced with a short relevant background information 

about the provision itself, and subsequently the relevant legal problems within the legal de-

sign are analysed. The legal analysis of the bycatch management is going to be divided in a 

preventative part to avoid bycatch and the landing obligation itself. The correspondent analy-

sis of the Norwegian implementation is going to be conducted in an identical manner, but 

only some relevant information about NOR are added to develop a better understanding of 

Norway’s legal system. (3.) The legal analysis is followed by a discussion about the most rel-

evant differences between both forms of implementation regarding its interpretation, effects 

and implications. (4.) 

2 Implementation of the EA in the EU 

2.1 Background 

This chapter is going to highlight the most important historical developments in the European 

Fisheries Policy to gain an understanding about the historical failures relating to adaptive and 

resilient legal shortcomings and to create a “point of departure”. In the historical considera-

tions, it must be borne in mind that the CFP has been significantly influenced by develop-

ments in international law, the enlargement of the European Community and the state of 

global fish stocks.27 

 

27 Robin Churchill, EEC fisheries law (Nijhoff 1987) 3. 
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2.1.1 1967-1983 

When the European Economic Community (EEC) was founded by the Treaty of Rome 

(1957), European fisheries were not regarded as a single economic factor but as part of "agri-

culture", and ever since fisheries are found in Art. 38-44 TFEU under the chapter "Agriculture 

and Fisheries". The legal basis of the first fisheries policy was the "Market Regulation"28 and 

the "Structural Regulation"29 and it constituted the basis for the further development of the 

CFP. The Structural Regulation aimed at "harmonious and balanced development"30 by "pro-

moting the rational development of the fishing industry"31. The term "rational" was not de-

fined, but it is clear from Article 10 Structural Regulation that the focus was on "economic 

growth and social progress". This also established the equal access principle, which states that 

all EEC vessels have "equal conditions of access and use of the fishing grounds"32 in EEC 

waters. This principle remains unchanged today and is at the core of the CFP. 

Art. 6 of the Structural Regulation stated that in the case of a "risk of overfishing", which was 

an undefined legal term at the time and the only reference to conservation aspects, the Council 

was empowered to adopt the "necessary conservation measures". This wording laid the foun-

dation for the disagreements about the competences of conservation measures in Union wa-

ters.33 In the legal dispute Commission v. United Kingdom, the CJEU judged that the EC and 

not Member States (MS) has the competence and that MS only have the competence concern-

ing their territorial waters.34 Consequently, there was no clear division of substantive jurisdic-

tion over CM, resulting in regulatory gaps and unsustainable fisheries management. This 

problem was finally solved in 1981 by the European Court of Justice when it ruled that the 

 

28 Regulation (EEC) No 2142/70 of the Council of 20 October 1979 on the establishment of a common structural 

policy for the fishing industry OJ No L 236/5.  

29 Regulation (EEC) No 2141/70 of the Council of 20 October 1970 laying down a common structural policy for 

the fishing industry OJ No L 236/ 1 (Structural Regulation) 

30 Art. 1 Structural Regulation. 

31 Art. 10 (1) Structural Regulation. 

32 Art. 2 Structural Regulation. 

33 Churchill (n 27) 8–9. 

34 C-804/79 Commission of the European Communities, Supported by the French Republic and Ireland (Inter-

veners), v. United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (1981), 1045. 
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European Commission (EC), and not the MS, has exclusive competence to issue CMs, which 

was consequently also stated in the TFEU's competence regulation.35 

After the first enlargement of the EEC in 1973, with Norway withdrawing from the negotia-

tions through a national referendum36, the European fleet and the area of European territorial 

waters increased. At the same time, the United Nations Convention Law of the Sea37 (UN-

CLOS) negotiations began, in which a central concern was the expansion of the Exclusive 

Economic (EEZ) Zone from 12nm to 200nm from the baseline due to sinking catch numbers 

in the so far existing EEZs.38 Since nowadays 95% of the global catches are caught within 

EEZs39, the fear of the EEC was to be excluded from the fish-rich grounds that had previously 

been in the high seas and now threatened to fall into other territories, and consequently to in-

crease fishing pressure on the already depleted fish stocks of the EU's own maritime waters.40 

Consequently, a the "Hague Resolution" (1976)41 was adopted to react to the extension of 

other countries EEZ’s. with three relevant pillars.42 

The first pillar of this decision was to extend the EEZ to 200nm as of 1.1.1977, which gave 

the growing fleet more fishing grounds without being dependent on treaties with third coun-

tries as a strategical political decision. A second pillar of the “Hague Resolution” was the 

claim that the conservation management of Union waters should be undertaken by the EC and 

not the MS with a central focus on the allocation of quotas and access rights in the light of the 

equal access principle. During this time, it was already clear from scientific data that the EU 

fleet suffered from overcapacity and it was urgent to reduced it in size to prevent further over-

fishing.43 Moreover, it was not possible for the fleet to operate sustainably and economically, 

 

35  Ibid. 

36 Daniel Owen and Robin Churchill, The EC Common Fisheries Policy (University Press 2010) 10. 

37 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (10 December 1982, in force 16 November 1994) 1833 

UNTS 396 (UNCLOS). 

38 Churchill (n 27) 6. 

39 Agenda 21, 17.69. 

40 Owen and Churchill (n 36) 7. 

41 Official Journal of European Communities, Information and Notices, C 138, Volume 24, 09 June 1981. 

42 E.g. Iceland extended its EEZ in 1975 from 12nm to 200nm. 

43 Owen and Churchill (n 36) 8. 
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as the capacity of the available fish stocks did not allow it.44 In the Norwegian Sea, for exam-

ple, fish catches peaked at that time with around 4 million tonnes of fish per year.45 In the 

mistaken belief of increasing yields year on year to achieve "economic growth", annual 

catches declined by half by the 2020 to around 2 million tonnes.46 To prevent declining 

catches and maintain the economic viability of the fishery, the EU fleet was supported by the 

third pillar of the Hague Resolution, namely the subsidisation of the fleet, and laid the founda-

tion for the problem of chronic overcapacity. During that time no attention was paid on CM, 

so that the fish stocks and ecosystems never fully recovered due to these developments and 

the catch number of these days have never been reached again in Union waters. 

2.1.2 Birth of the CFP (1983-1992) 

One year after the ratification of 1982 UNCLOS, the 1983 CFP47 was adopted. The 1983 CFP 

regulation was a novelty, as it was for the first time that CMs were adopted through TACs 

and technical measures. The CFP had ”the conservation of the biological resources of the sea 

and their balanced exploitation on a lasting basis and in appropriate economic and social con-

ditions” as an objective for their fishing grounds in order to contribute to a greater stability of 

fishing activities.48 All CM shall be formulated “in the light of available scientific data”49 and 

may include protection zones, gear restriction, minimum sizes, or restriction on fishing ef-

forts.50 The central element of the CMs was the setting of TACs but the term was not defined. 

Nevertheless it can be understood as “the amount of fish that may be taken from a particular 

stock for the year”.51 The TACs were distributed based on the principle of relative stability 

 

44 Ibid. 

45 ICES, ‘ICES 2021 Greater North Sea Ecoregion Fisheries Overview - Data Output File’ 2 

<https://www.ices.dk/sites/pub/Publication Reports/Forms/DispForm.aspx?ID=38406> accessed 28 February 

2022.  

46 Ibid. 

47 Regulation (EEC) No 170/83 of 25 January 1983 establishing a Community system for the conservation and 

management of fishery resources OJ No L 24/1 (1983 CFP). 

48 See Art. 1 1983 CFP; Recital (5) 1983 CFP. 

49 Art. 2 (1) 1983 CFP. 

50 Art. 2 (2) 1983 CFP. 

51 Churchill (n 27) 112. 
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which allowed the MS exercise their sovereignty over its natural resources and its purpose 

was to protect vulnerable fishing communities.52 Ever since it is used  as an argument to over-

ride scientific advice to enable higher individual quota.53 Due to Lado the relative stability “is 

the system of allocation of fishing rights among Member States, through fixed percentages 

per Member State (so called “quota”) of the catch limitations established in the CFP.”54 Sub-

sequently the TAC are “automatically divided among Member States according to fixed per-

centages, corresponding to the relative stability keys.”55 The TACs were based upon eco-

nomic considerations, historical catches, loss of catches through the expansion of the 200nm 

EEZ and special considerations of coastal communities dependent on fishing.56 

TAC exists since then and it describes and its purpose is to “ensure that no more fish are 

taken from a stock then biologically justifiable”.57 Although it was already considered among 

legal scholars to determine the TAC based on MSY or other reference points, it was not in-

cluded in the 1983 CFP, so that it was easier to deviate from the TAC proposals for socio-

economic reasons.58 The TACs were adopted for over-exploited stocks in order to prevent 

short-term economic losses, as long-term benefits would only occur in an indefinite period of 

time.59 TACs were only issued for the most economically important species and based on a 

single-species assessment and not necessarily for the species requiring conservation 

measures.60 Additionally no considerations of cumulative effects or ecosystem effects were 

considered.61  

 

52 See Art. 56 1 (a) UNCLOS.; Jill Wakefield, ‘The Common Fisheries Policy: An Exercise in Marine Exploita-

tion’ (2017) 36 Yearbook of European law 496, 503. 

53 ibid. 

54 Ernesto Peñas Lado, The Common Fisheries Policy: The Quest for Sustainability (Wiley Blackwell 2016) 26. 

55 Ibid. 

56 Churchill (n 27) 115–116. 

57 Ibid, p.112. 

58 Ibid, p.112. 

59 Churchill (n 27) 114–115. 

60 Langlet and Rayfuse (n 20) 2. 

61 Peñas Lado (n 54) 51. 
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Consequently, it would have been possible to make fisheries management adaptive already at 

that time through the application of the best scientific advice or precautionary measures if the 

economic recommendations had been taken first and the quotas had actually been adjusted to 

ecological capacities. However, as these were only non-binding recommendations, they were 

disregarded by discretionary decision and the strong competition between various scientist, 

politics and the competition within the fishing industry itself made it impossible to find sus-

tainable compromises.62 These opposing interest laid the foundation for a since then existing 

hostile opposition between scientist and the industry in which the scientific advice were con-

sequently disregarded.63 In the CFP, the focus was on fishing entitlements and not on CM, so 

that, according to one study, TACs were set too high by an average of 33% for 68% of the 

fish stocks studied between 1987-2011.64  

In a review of the first decade of the TAC the International Council for the Exploration of the 

Sea (ICES) stated that the problem of low accuracy of catch forecast and the absence of scien-

tific knowledge of cumulative effects of uncertain factors were not heard in the decision-mak-

ing process and therefore stocks kept on deteriorating even though TACs were set. Further-

more, it stated that discards, misreporting, and under-reporting are the main reason for fish 

mortality and the failure of the TAC management.65 

2.1.3 First Reform (1992-2002) 

The first reform of the CFP (1992 CFP66) which repealed the 1983 CFP was influenced by the 

latest developments in international law. In 1987 the Brundtland Report67 was issued defining 

 

62 Niamh Nic Shuibhne and Laurence W Gormley, From Single Market to Economic Union: Essays in Memory 

of John A. Usher (1st ed., University Press 2012) 299–300. 

63 Ibid. 

64 Bethan C O’Leary and others, ‘Fisheries Mismanagement’ (2011) 62 Marine pollution bulletin 2642, 1042–

1046. 

65 G Blais, ‘A DECADE OF FISHERIES RESOURCES MANAGEMENT BY TACS IN EUROPEAN COM-

MUNITI WATERS FROM 1983 TO 1992’ (ICES 1994) C.M. 1994/T:2 6. 

66 Council Regulation (EEC) No 3760/92 of 20 December 1992 establishing a Community system for fisheries 

and aquaculture OJ No L 389/ 1 (1992 CFP). 

67 United Nations Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development: Our Common Future 

(1987) (Brundlandt Report). 
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the concept of "sustainable development" and this marked the beginning of a regime shift 

from the maximum exploitation of marine resources towards the effective and sustainable ex-

ploitation in international environmental law. Due to the Maastricht Treaty the concept of sus-

tainable development was determined as an objective of EU policy.68 A few months before 

the 1992 CFP came into force, the CBD-Convention, and the Agenda 21 action plan on the 

1992 Rio Earth Summit were signed, but barely reflected in the reform. Also, the UNCLOS 

was not into force yet, so that it was not properly implemented, besides being reflected in the 

Recital 4 that the "optimum utilization of biological potential” should be improved, but69 in 

the absence of a definition it remained unclear what it meant. From an economic perspective 

it was no obstacle to promote further unsustainable fishing activities, even though the prob-

lems of overcapacity and overfishing could not be denied anymore.  

The Commission issued a report in 1991 on the state of the European fisheries and the design 

of the CFP and it aimed towards setting "new rules of the game" for the time between 1992-

2002.70 The Commission stated that the resources were overfished, and the fishing sector was 

about to face an economic and ecological crisis.71 The reasons for that were the absence of 

any form of control over the fishing capacity, the lack of coercive measures at European and 

MS level which was intensified by the failure of appropriate sanctions against illegal fishing 

practices and lack of political will.72 Around one year later the Commission issued the 1992 

Control Report stating that the CFP failed due to inherent weaknesses within the legal frame-

work and lack of political commitment, and common understanding among stakeholders. 

In order to counteract these problems, the 1992 CFP aimed to restructure the fishing sector to 

bring it into line with the available and accessible resources73, but also to reduce the above-

mentioned fishing mortality. Therefore, new technical CM were released like a new fishing 

 

68 Now: Art. 3 (3) Treaty of the European Union 

69 Recital (4) 1992 CFP. 

70 SEC (91) 2288 final, Report 1991 from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament on the 

common fisheries policy.  

71 Ibid, p- 57-59. 

72 Ibid.; Ronán J Long, Enforcing the Common Fisheries Policy (Fishing News Books 2000) 20–21. 

73 Recital (15) 1992 CFP. 
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licence system to reduce overcapacity and improve knowledge about the fishermen. Further-

more, restrictions regarding the exploitation rate as well as a Management and Monitoring 

system on Multiannual basis were released. The success of these measures was only of lim-

ited nature, because neither the PP was integrated into the decision-making as a limitation of 

discretion74, nor were the CM adopted appropriately due to "reluctance by governments com-

mit themselves politically to the industry restrictions necessary to achieve rationalisation".75 

In combination with the significant negligence of scientific advice, the fish stocks and marine 

ecosystems declined further. 

2.1.4 Second Reform (2002-2013) 

The second reform of the CFP in 2002 (2002 CFP)76 were significantly influenced by devel-

opments in international environmental law and, unlike during the 1992 CFP, these had al-

ready entered into force in 2002. Furthermore, the progressive implementation of the EAFM 

was included in the objectives.77 

2.1.4.1 International Development 

Of central importance in the development of international environmental law was the adop-

tion of the non-binding action plan "Agenda 21" at the UN Rio Earth Summit (1992), in 

which states committed to a new era of marine ecosystem protection acknowledging the cu-

mulative impacts of fisheries on fish stocks and ecosystems.78 Therefore, it needed new pre-

cautionary, anticipatory, and integrated approaches like the EA at national, subregional, and 

regional levels to pursue the protection and sustainable development of the marine and coastal 

environment and its resources.79 The aim of sustainable fisheries is to achieve "greater effi-

ciency in exploitation" instead of finding the limits of exploitation within the framework set 

 

74 Wakefield, Reforming the Common Fisheries Policy (n 1) 56. 

75 FAO, The state of worlds fisheries and aquaculture 2008, ISSN 1020-5489 (2008), p. 13. 

76 Council Regulation (EC) No 2371/2002 of 20 December 2002 on the conservation and sustainable exploita-

tion of fisheries resources under the Common Fisheries Policy OJ L 358/59 (2002 CFP). 

77 Art. 2 1 2002 CFP. 

78 United Nations Conference on Environment & Development Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 3 to 14 June 1992 Agenda 

21, 17.72 (Agenda 21). 

79 Ibid. 17.1. 
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by CM. In the long term, this is supposed to reduce the pressure on the marine ecosystem to 

be able to supply more people with fish as a source of food through increasing catches.  

The central legal basis for the achievement of Objective 17 is the UNCLOS Convention as the 

framework convention for the Law of the Sea with the articles relevant to fisheries.80 Regard-

ing the utilization of living resources such as fish stocks within the EEZs "the coastal States 

shall determine the total allowable catch".81 Hereby, the Coastal State shall adapt "proper con-

servation and management measures that maintenance of living resources is not endangered 

by over-exploitation”.82 Such measures shall aim to maintain or restore harvested species at 

levels which can produce MSY while taking inter alia the interdependence of stocks, ecologi-

cal and economic factors into consideration.83 

This wording indicates for the first-time substantive requirements for the determination of the 

TAC with a holistic view of the ecosystem. MSY became of central relevance for the determi-

nation of exploitation rates. It has been criticised that in the MSY-determination, economic 

factors in a purely scientific discussion run counter to the purpose of MSY, which is to deter-

mine what stock of fish is required for the ecosystem to sustain the species.84 In addition, 

there were no further reference points on how the TACs are to be determined other than the 

"best scientific evidence". Based on this wording, the TAC must be decided only based on the 

data available and present at the time of decision and the absence of data or scientific cer-

tainty does not have to be considered with precautionary elements. UNCLOS did not manage 

to solve environmental problems alone, so that in the light of Agenda 21, the adoption of 

United Nations Conference on Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks85 

(UNFSA) was also called for. 

 

80 Art. 61-67; 116-120; Part X UNCLOS. 

81 Art. 61 (1) UNCLOS. 

82 Art. 61 (2) UNCLOS. 

83 Art. 61 (3) UNCLOS. 

84 Wakefield, Reforming the Common Fisheries Policy (n 1) 31–32. 

85 United Nations conference on straddling fish stocks and highly migratory fish stock (8 September 1995, in 

force 21 December 2001) A/CONF.164/37 (UNFSA). 
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As required by Agenda 21 and based on the UNCLOS Convention, UNFSA was enacted in 

1995 and aims to "ensure the long-term conservation and sustainable use of straddling fish 

stocks and highly migratory fish stocks".86 The legally-binding UNFSA, which came into 

force in 2001 aimed to prevent damage to (non-)exploited species through an anticipatory ap-

proach.87 Furthermore, it is of central importance for the further development of international 

fisheries law, because for the first time the PA was included in a fisheries agreement in a le-

gally binding way and the definition has since become the standard. According to the PA 

"States shall be more cautious when information is uncertain, unreliable or inadequate. The 

absence of adequate scientific information shall not be used as a reason for postponing or fail-

ing to take conservation and management measures".88 

Due to the rising awareness in the international community that Sustainable Development and 

Biodiversity are intrinsically interlinked, the ratification of the 1992 CBD-Convention which 

translated the parts of the Agenda 21 into firm commitments was an important step for the 

protection of the marine ecosystems.89 While the main objective is the conservation of  “bio-

logical diversity”, the topic “biodiversity protection” aimed to address the issues of incompat-

ible sectoral regulation and failures to protect whole ecosystems by ensuring.90 Consequently, 

in terms of fisheries management ecosystem consideration are to be incorporated in conserva-

tion measures and exploitation management. The decisions of the Conference of the Parties 

(CBD-COP) played an important role in the development of the EA. In the so-called "Jakarta 

Mandate", the CBD-COP expressed that they were "deeply concerned" about the "overexploi-

tation of living marine and coastal resources".91 States reaffirmed support for an integrated 

 

86 Agenda 21 17.49; Art. 1 UNFSA. 

87 Recital (7) UNFSA. 

88 Art. 6 (2) UNFSA. 

89 See Art 22 (1) CBD this creates a linkage to UNCLOS. 

90 Wakefield, Reforming the Common Fisheries Policy (n 1) 37. 

91 Second Meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity, Conservation and 

sustainable use of marine and coastal biological diversity, (Jakarta, Indonesia, 6 - 17 November 1995), Recital 

(2). 
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approach to marine and coastal management and in reaction to the need of a new approach the 

EA was first mentioned on the CBD-COP V in 2000 and it was defined as 

“a strategy for the integrated management of land, water and living resources that promotes 

conservation and sustainable use in an equitable manner. Thus, the application of the ecosys-

tem approach will help to achieve a balance between the three objectives of the Convention: 

'conservation, sustainable use and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilisa-

tion of genetic resources”.92 

Ever since this definition formed the international basis for further understandings and devel-

opment of the EA. On the basis of the this definition the FAO as a globally recognised body 

the need for a more holistic ecosystem protection and released since then important papers 

which aim to facilitate the implementation of the EA(FM) like the Technical Paper on the EA 

and it is linked to the FAO Code of Conduct for responsible Fisheries (COCRF) and the Inter-

national Guidelines on Bycatch Management and Reduction of Discards.93 These Non-bind-

ing guidelines and documents build the substantive basis for a globally recognised ecosystem-

based fisheries management.  

In 2002 even before the adoption of the 2002 CFP, the 2002 UN World Summit (Johannes-

burg Declaration) encouraged the application of the EA until 2010 for reasons of "global food 

security and for sustaining economic prosperity and the well-being of many national econo-

mies", whereby the CBD-COP V/6 was explicitly mentioned and must therefore be under-

stood as the basis for the interpretation of the term.94 In addition, the implementation and ap-

plication of all international agreements listed so far was encouraged, and Objective 17 of 

Agenda 21 continued to be upheld.95 The development of the EA and PA as legal instruments 

for the protection of ecological interests are of paramount importance and together form the 

 

92 CBD/COP 5/5/VI A, 4. 

93 FAO, Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries, ISBN 92-5-103834-1, (2009) (COCRF); FAO, International 

Guidelines for Bycatch management and discard reduction, ISBN 978-92-5-006952-4, (2011) (FAO 2011) 

94 United Nations, Report of the World Summit on Sustainable Development Johannesburg, South Africa, 26 

August to 4 September 2002 (A/CONF.199/20), 30, 30(d). 

95 Ibid 30 (b).  
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framework for ecologically sustainable fisheries management, as they complement each 

other.96 

2.1.4.2 Effects on the 2002 CFP 

In the light of the 2002 CFP, it was obvious that the CFP has not been successful in ecosys-

tem protection and sustainable fisheries due to the above-mentioned problems. Already in Re-

cital 3, the EC recognises that "many fish stocks continue to decline", in comparison, the 1992 

reform spoke of "a number of fish stocks"97 which can be interpreted as an indicator about 

acknowledgement about the state of fisheries. Conscious about the state of fisheries and will-

ing to solve this with the suitable legal tools in hand, the 2002 CFP aimed to reconcile “the 

exploitation of living aquatic resources that provides sustainable economic, environmental 

and social conditions.”98 

The overarching approaches within the CFP to achieve the objectives were the “Precautionary 

Approach” and the “Ecosystem-based approach to fisheries management”.99 While the PA 

was not explicitly based on the UNFSA definition but on Art. 191 (2) TFEU, the Ecosystem 

Approach was not defined in the CFP and therefore it did not have any objective, did not take 

explicitly cumulative effects into consideration and had no reference points.100 Much more it 

relied on an implementation and interpretation coherent with the international commitments 

conducted by the responsible decision-making authorities. Regarding the scope and imple-

mentation of the EA in the CFP the Commission stated in a Communication to the Council 

that the scope of the EA includes elements of the definition of the CBD and the notions of the 

FAO Fisheries Technical Paper 2003 and is supposed to be understood as “about ensuring 

goods and services from living aquatic resources for present and future generations within 

meaningful ecological boundaries”.101 In this paper the EA was understood as an integrated, 

 

96 FAO 2002, p.7. 

97 See Recital (3) 2002 CFP; Recital (1) 1992 CFP. 

98 Art. 2 (1) 2002 CFP. 

99 Art. 2 (2) 2002 CFP. 

100 Recital (10) CFP. 

101 COM (2008) 187 final. European Commission Communication, ‘The role of the CFP in implementing an 

ecosystem approach to marine management’ 3.  
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cross-sectoral approach to protect the marine ecosystems holistically and not only depended 

on the policies of the CFP alone.102 Subsequently, the Integrated Maritime Policy as the hori-

zontal dimension of the EA was issued with the objective to create more coherence between 

the various sectoral policies in terms of inter alia environmental protection. Herby, the Marine 

Strategy Framework Directive plays a substantial role also in the vertical dimension of the 

EAFM because it defines the legal basis for marine ecosystem protection and its objectives 

must be considered while developing CM based on the CFP.103 

To implement inter alia the vertical dimension of the EAFM the 2002CFP established new in-

stitutions. First, Advisory Councils (AC) were established to include all affected stakeholder 

to allow a more comprehensive assessment on a sub-regional level of the needed management 

actions as well as Recovery and Management plans to shift towards long-term objectives.104 

Second, the Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries (STECF) was estab-

lished as a competent authority on matter pertaining CM due to the failure to enforce regula-

tions.105 

Despite initial hopes of bringing about a sustainable turnaround in the CFP, this reform also 

failed for several reasons. First, all objectives were given the same meaning with a central fo-

cus on guaranteeing stable incomes and jobs for the fishers, so that "sustainable environmen-

tal conditions" were never in the foreground, leaving legislators with a wide margin of discre-

tion.106 Second, the measures against overcapacity and overfishing failed because the TACs 

continued to exceed scientific recommendations, so that catches also fell in the long term.107 

This was mainly due to the fact that scientific recommendations on TACs continued to be sys-

tematically disregarded or were not adopted in the reform as a legally binding basis for TACs. 

 

102 Ibid, 2-4. 

103 DIRECTIVE 2008/56/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL 

of 17 June 2008 establishing a framework for community action in the field of marine environmental policy 

(Marine Strategy Framework Directive) OJ L 164/19. 

104 Art. 31, (5), 2002 CFP. 

105 Art. 33 2002 CFP. 

106 Wakefield, Reforming the Common Fisheries Policy (n 1) 58–59. 

107 See Footnote 50. 
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Finally, these unsustainable developments and the insufficient inclusion of the EA and PA are 

illustrated by the worst fishing year since the EEC was established in 2012.108 This is also il-

lustrated by the fact that, despite the reform measures, catch numbers fell in absolute terms 

throughout the 2002 reform period.109 

2.2 Legal Analysis of the EAFM in the 2013 CFP 

The following section is going to conduct a legal analysis concerning the failed implementa-

tion of the EAFM about the TAC and bycatch management.  

2.2.1 TAC-Setting 

The TAC is the keystone conservation measure in the CFP and since its emergence it has 

evolved from a measure focused, in the absence of a “strategic objective”, on individual spe-

cies management without consideration of ecosystem aspects to a measure embedded in a 

long-term approach based on multi-annual plans and enhanced ecosystem protection.110 

As already mentioned above, the TAC is divided into different MS quotas on the basis of the 

principle of relative stability and then distributed to the fishermen. The TAC is not explicitly 

defined in the CFP, but rather subsumed under the term “catch limit” which is defined “as ap-

propriate, either a quantitative limit on catches of a fish stock or group of fish stocks over a 

given period where such fish stocks or group of fish stocks are subject to an obligation to 

land, or a quantitative limit on landings of a fish stock or group of fish stocks over a given pe-

riod for which the obligation to land does not apply”.111 

Compared to the term TAC, this represents a more general term, as "catch limits", but does 

not specify a specific time period for catch determination. A concrete definition is rather 

found in the 2020 Fishing Opportunity Regulation112 and consequently can be adopted either 

 

108 See Footnote 4. 

109 Ibid. 

110 Owen and Churchill (n 36) 132–133. 

111 Art. 4 (15) CFP.  

112 Council Regulation (EU) 2020/123 of 27 January 2020 fixing for 2020 the fishing opportunities for certain 

fish stocks and groups of fish stocks, applicable in Union waters and, for Union fishing vessels, in certain non-

Union waters OJ L 25/2. 
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for single fish stocks or multiple fish stocks. Here TAC is understood as "the quantity of fish 

that may be landed" in the case of an exemption from the landing obligation according to Art. 

15 (4) to (7) CFP or as "quantity of fish that may be caught” in the case that the landing obli-

gation applies.113 

In addition to species-specific TACs, either analytical or precautionary TACs may be 

adopted. While the first is defined as a "quantitative evaluation of trends in a given stock, 

based on data about the stock’s biology and exploitation, which scientific review has indi-

cated to be of sufficient quality to provide scientific advice on options for future catches".114 

It requires the availability of “sufficient” scientific data without further requirements. A "pre-

cautionary TAC" is to be issued in accordance with the PA according to Art. 3 (8) CFP, Art. 6 

UNFSA if only insufficient scientific data are available. 

2.2.1.1 Conflict of interests in the purpose of TAC 

The purpose of TAC is the "conservation and sustainable exploitation" of marine biological 

resources, and it is the responsibility of the Council to adopt measures to this end. To ensure 

sustainable exploitation, it is also the competence of the Council to adopt measures on the fix-

ing and allocation of fishing opportunities in accordance with Article 2(2) of the CFP. The 

term “fishing opportunities” is not defined in the current version of the CFP but can be under-

stood as "a quantified legal entitlement to fish, expressed in terms of catches and/or fishing 

effort" as defined in the 2002 CFP.115 Since quotas are legal entitlements for a MS and quotas 

are based on the TAC for the respective stock, it can therefore be concluded that TACs must 

also be issued in accordance with Art. 2 (2) CFP, even though it is not legally certain stated. 

However, it is problematic that "fishing opportunities" must also be enacted in accordance 

with the principle of relative stability in particular with regard to the coastal communities 

which are starkly depended on fishing.116 The purpose of relative stability is to safeguard and 

 

113 Art. 3 (d) 123/20/EC. 

114 Art. 3 (f) 123/20/EC. 

115 Art. 3 (q) 2002 CFP. 

116 Recital (5) 123/20/EC; Wakefield, ‘The Common Fisheries Policy’ (n 52) 502. 
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take full account of the “particular needs” of a region, which is dependent on fishing.117 How-

ever, these "particular needs" can be contrast to the objectives of Art. 2 (2) CFP as part of the 

"conservation policy" might be misused in the favour of national interests. The opposing posi-

tions among socio-economic and ecological stakeholders can shift towards socio-economic 

needs reasoning it with communal need.118 Additionally, the absence of a common vision how 

to conserve fish stock resulted in further disregards of scientific advice since 2013. 

According to Art. 2 (2) CFP, there is to be a progressive restoration and maintenance of har-

vested species above levels which can produce the MSY, to protect ecosystems in the long 

term. However, to enable at least a maintenance of a stock, TACs are supposed to be set as 

high as the MSY, i.e., only what can reproduce per year may be taken. Since from 2020 on-

wards the TAC "under all circumstances" may only be as high as the proposed MSY. Given 

the current legal fragmentation of the definition of TAC, the opposing interest among stake-

holders and the need for urgent action, it is highly unlikely that the interests can be reconciled 

without setting a legally binding frame which ensures a proper ecosystem protection.  

Consequently, the purposes of the TAC seem legitimate from an ecological point of view, but 

they regularly conflict with the economic interests and demands of the addressees while 

providing no legal resilience for ecosystem protection. These weaknesses are intensified by 

the inadvertent design of the PA and the failure to take BAT/BAS into account in decision-

making. 

2.2.1.2 Insufficient design of the Precautionary Approach 

As this problem of counteracting interest was already known through the last 40 years of fish-

eries management legally binding rules and concepts were established in the 2013 CFP like 

the EAFM and the PA.119  

While determining the TAC, the availability of marine living resources and the cumulative 

impacts of human activities including fishing must be weighed against each other due to the 

 

117 Recital (36) CFP. 

118 Wakefield, ‘The Common Fisheries Policy’ (n 52) 502–503. 

119 See Art. 2 CFP. 
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EAFM. In the case of "uncertainties" in any of the potential impacts or doubts about the avail-

ability of natural resources, the PA must be applied so that in any case the "biological wealth 

and biological processes” of the affected ecosystem can be maintained.120 Consequently, it 

should generally not be possible to justify contrary measures which purposes are not compli-

ant with the EAFM, for example. In order to have a strong implementation of the EAFM the 

interconnected PA must also be designed resistant against contrary interests, but so far the PA 

suffers on a inadequately design. 

The PA is insufficiently designed for a successful implementation of the EA for two main rea-

sons. Firstly, because the PA allows more discretion than the PP in decision-making121 and 

secondly, because compliance with MSY as part of the PA is insufficiently enshrined in law. 

The CFP states that the PA derives from the PP in Art. 191 (2) TFEU122 but the ECJ has 

weakened its meaning in relation to fishing activities.123 According to Art. 191 (2) TFEU, 

"environmental policy shall aim at a high level of protection based on the precautionary prin-

ciple", but the CJEU ruled that the PP only applies in cases where it has an impact on human 

health and excluded it concerning fishing when it had the chance to.124  Thus, there is a differ-

ence between the PP and the PA, because while the PP requires that decisions are taken pru-

dently in case of uncertainty, the PA requires certainty that harm will be caused before a (fish-

ing) activity is restricted.125 In the area of fisheries where neither the whole ecosystem inter-

actions nor all status of stocks can fully be assessed the required certainty is hard to reach and  

without additional parameters to define the precautionary approach it can always be justified 

to refrain from restrictive actions.126  

 

120 Art. 2 (2) CFP. 

121 Jill Wakefield, ‘The Problem of Regulation in EU Fisheries’ (2013) 15 Environmental law review 191, 193–

194. 

122 Recital (10) CFP. 

123 Wakefield, ‘The Common Fisheries Policy’ (n 52) 504–505. 

124 Case C-343/09 Afton Chemical Limited v Secretary of State for Transport (2010), 93. 

125 Wakefield, ‘The Common Fisheries Policy’ (n 52) 504–505. 

126 Ibid. 
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With regard to the application of the PA in the TAC setting, no precautionary measures need 

to be taken as long as there is no scientific data that a stock is overfished. The PA and the 

MSY are structurally linked in the CFP, as both are found in Art. 2 (2) CFP, so that the MSY 

can be understood as the minimum standard to be respected in the TAC setting. Conse-

quently, if a TAC above the MSY is proposed in theory, the stock will deteriorate, and risk 

being overfished in the long term. However, to conduct adaptive EAFM with sufficient atten-

tion to natural capacities, a resilient design of the MSY is required, but this is not the case in 

the CFP due to the legal wording and the consideration of economic aspects. The purpose of 

the PA is to restore and maintain living marine resources progressively above biomass levels 

capable of producing MSY. Thus, if the TAC is set at a level at least equal to or lower than 

the MSY, the stock of the living marine resources concerned will increase so that, in the long 

term, they will at best be within a "safe biological limit".127 This is reached when there is a 

high probability that the estimated spawning biomass at the end of the year is higher that the 

limit biomass reference point and estimated fishing mortality reference point.128 

The problem, however, lies in the definition of MSY, as it refers to "without significantly af-

fecting the reproduction process". "Significantly" is an undefined legal term and therefore 

subject to wide discretion and leaves room for non-EA-based interpretations. Within the 

framework of a teleological interpretation, it is to be assumed that "significantly" means at the 

highest a "yield" that does not restrict the reproduction process, since from 2020 onwards 

MSY is to be achieved in all circumstances by 2020. Nevertheless, there is a possibility for a 

contrary interpretation especially because economic considerations are also considered while 

determining the TAC. Thus, this weakens the MSY as an important parameter of the PA to 

stop overfishing and might hinder the possibility to achieve sustainable fisheries. 

Overall, it weakens the implementation of the EAFM, because it cannot be effectively guaran-

teed that ecosystem impacts are minimised, if appropriate precautionary measures cannot be 

taken. Additionally, the missing resilience of the legal construction of the MSY intensifies the 

 

127 Art. 4 (18) CFP. 

128 Here is a horizontal link to the MSD with the terms “safe biological limits” of commercially exploited fish 

and shellfish to achieve the Good Environmental Status, Annex I (3), 2008/56/EU. 
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concerns because the outcome leaves a discretion for economic interests even though it is sup-

posed to be solely science-based. Overall neither adaptive management in favour of fish re-

source availability nor legal resilience in this highly contested sector effects a progressive im-

plementation of the EAFM. 

2.2.1.3 Decision-making in the TAC setting 

Another crucial step is the application of resilient and adaptive institutional decision-making 

framework which ensures the appropriate implementation of the EAFM.129 As already men-

tioned, the outcome of the TAC setting process must aim towards "sustainable exploitation" 

of marine biological resources. Due to the highly complicated and fragmented decision-mak-

ing process of the TAC and the insufficient design of resilient and adaptive EAFM-elements 

its successful implementation is hindered. In order to show the decision-making process in its 

entire fragmentation all relevant legal bodies will be addressed, an analysis of the application 

of the EA will only be given for the role of the AC, as it is otherwise beyond the scope of this 

paper. 

The TACs are determined by the MS on a single-stock basis, and must be consistent with the 

principles and rules of the CFP.130 However, the proposed TACs are not simply accepted 

without further ado, but are rather only a starting point for the further decision-making pro-

cess, at the end of which "the Union"131 adopts the TACs within the framework of the CM.132 

While it is the Union adopts the TAC, the Commission is responsible for collecting the rele-

vant data from the MS and to carry out consultations with the AC and relevant scientific bod-

ies.133  In this process, different legal bodies participate in the decision-making and all partici-

 

129 FAO 2002, p. 4. 

130 Art. 7 123/20 EC. 

131 UNION = The European Commission, European Parliament, and the Council of the European Union. 

132 Art. 6 (1) CFP. 

133 Art. 7 (2) CFP. 
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pants are obliged to integrate EA considerations and to apply the Good Governance Princi-

ples.134 The principle of "best available scientific advice" is of central importance, as it is sup-

posed to be the foundation for determining sustainable TACs, but it can be easily disregarded 

due to the decision-making process.  

In a first step, the MS provide their TAC-relevant data both to the Commission135 and to ICES 

and Joint Research Centre (JRC). ICES collects the data and evaluates them with the aim of 

providing guidance on sustainable fisheries in relation to sustainable interactions of humans 

and the marine environment.136 It is not referred in the CFP but can be considered as a "rele-

vant scientific body" due to a legally-binding Memorandum of Understanding with the Direc-

torate-General Maritime Affairs and Fisheries about provisions of services and scientific de-

liverables.137 As a scientific body, ICES provides scientific data resulting from the MS data 

for the application of the EA. In this case, the results are directly forwarded to the Commis-

sion.138 

The JRC which is also not mentioned in the CFP, has the task of promoting coordination be-

tween inter alia European Environmental Agency, ICES, and others. The JRC does not pro-

vide advice with new substantive content, but coordinates, collects, maintains, and dissemi-

nates the scientific fisheries data from EU and MS. The results are passed on to the STECF. 

The STECF, which is a “scientific body”139, receives its data from the JRC and the Regional 

Stock Assessment Groups (e.g. ICES, etc.) and uses them in relation to the advisory opinions 

of the Commission. The central task of the STECF is to consult the Commission on CM, 

 

134 Art. 4 CFP. 

135 If necessary, through "Joint recommendations" Art. 17 CFP. 

136 P Ramírez-Monsalve and others, ‘Pulling Mechanisms and Pushing Strategies: How to Improve Ecosystem 

Approach Fisheries Management Advice within the European Union’s Common Fisheries Policy’ (2021) 233 

Fisheries research 4–5. 

137 Agreement in the form of a Memorandum of Understanding between the European Community and the Inter-

national Council for the Exploration of the Sea signed in Brussels on 16 May 2007 

138 Ramírez-Monsalve and others (n 136) 4. 

139 Art. 7 (2), Art. 26 CFP. 
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whereby the scope is limited by the respective questions.140 Whether EA advice is possible 

depends on the scope of the respective consultation power but is possible in principle. The 

content and scope would also depend on the EA-relevant data of the JRC and the Regional 

Stock Assessment Groups. 

The ACs play a central role in the Commission's consultation. Their competence covers either 

a geographical area or a field of action.141 The aim of the ACs is to promote a balanced repre-

sentation of all stakeholders, regionalization, and to contribute to the achievement of the ob-

jectives of Art. 2 CFP.142 It shall be made possible for stakeholders to be more involved in de-

cision-making in order to bring in regional interests, to find locally appropriate solutions and, 

because stakeholder acceptance and liability is of crucial importance due to the low level of 

monitoring and enforcement on sea.143 The inclusion of all relevant stakeholder is also one 

pillar of the Agenda 21 to strengthen the coordination and cooperation among all relevant 

stakeholders on a regional basis.144 The ACs have the task to submit recommendations and 

suggestions on inter alia conservation aspects, inform on conservation aspects, and to contrib-

ute, in close cooperation with scientists, to collect and supply data necessary.145 It is to be 

used as a forum where knowledge can be combined and social, economic and ecologic out-

comes can be discussed. 146 The interests cover ecological, economic and social factors which 

are in opposite to the objectives of the CFP not equally represented in the ACs, because the 

distribution of the seats is with 60 % in favor of "organisations representing the fisheries" and 

40% "other interest groups" (consumers, non-governmental organisations, etc.).147 Since it has 

already been shown in the past that the representation of the interests of the fisheries sector 

 

140 Ramírez-Monsalve and others (n 136) 6. 

141 Annex III CFP. 

142 Art. 43 (1) CFP. 

143 Sebastian Linke and Svein Jentoft, ‘A Communicative Turnaround: Shifting the Burden of Proof in European 

Fisheries Governance’ (2013) 38 Marine policy 337, 340. 

144 Agenda 21, 17.1. 

145 See Part XI CFP. 

146 Ramírez-Monsalve and others (n 136) 6. 

147 Regulation Commission delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/242 of 9 October 2014 laying down detailed rules 

on the functioning of the Advisory Councils under the Common Fisheries Policy OJL 41/1 (Establishment of 

AC) (60% based on Annex III 2. (a) CFP). 
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was largely responsible for deviating from scientific data in the design of CM and TAC, the 

question arises as to whether this will change with the current design of the AC.148  

First, no benchmarks and standards exist to guarantee a verification whether the AC uses ap-

propriate data with regard to the suitability to achieve the objectives of Art. 2 CFP or to try to 

obtain the "best available data".149 Additionally, there is no way of verifying which data was 

used in the decision-making process and this cannot be easily assured by the "good govern-

ance principles". Even though, the Good Governance Principles apply in theory, this is neither 

in Part XI CFP nor in the succeeding Regulations concretized. It is also incomprehensible 

where the data of ACs originates from, because the composition of the ACs does not demand 

scientific bodies and the diversity of the participants have the chance to attend the meetings 

without any requirement of verification where their data come from. The standing is further 

weakened due to the fact, that scientist may only act as observers and do not have any chance 

to influence decisions decisively.150 

Second, there is no justification for the fisheries organizations to occupy 60% of the seats.151 

If a discourse between the various stakeholders should take place at eye level and in an equal 

manner, this cannot be justified either. Considering that public interests can only be repre-

sented by the "other interest groups" underrepresented, a common good, however inaccessi-

ble, is consequently managed by a private sector (under the AC) in terms of extraction and 

conservation.152 Even if "the penny has dropped"153 regarding the application of the EA, this 

is by no means guaranteed by the legal construct of the ACs but depends only on the decision-

makers themselves. Even if MSY compliance has been widely followed since 2020, decisions 

can still be taken within the ACs to the disadvantage of the EAFM and without being based 

 

148 Jill Wakefield, ‘The Ecosystem Approach and the Common Fisheries Policy’, The Ecosystem Approach in 

Ocean Planning and Governance (Brill) 300–302. 

149 ibid 301–302. 

150 ‘NSAC-Rules-of-Procedure-2020.Pdf’ 6 <https://www.nsrac.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/NSAC-Rules-

of-Procedure-2020.pdf> accessed 20 April 2022.  

151 Wakefield, ‘The Ecosystem Approach and the Common Fisheries Policy’ (n 148) 302. 

152 Ibid.  

153 Ramírez-Monsalve and others (n 136) 6. 
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on the TAC, without anything being able to be done about it. The underrepresentation of the 

“Public”154 results in a lack of transparency and combined with the obscure decision-making 

within the ACs the implementation of the EAFM fails.  

After the Commission has obtained the necessary advice and data from the legal bodies, the 

proposal still needs to be signed by the European Parliament and the Council of the European 

Union before the TACs become legally enforceable.  

This obviously complex decision-making process results in a compromise between a multi-

tude of actors with different social, economic, and environmental motivations and a low level-

of acceptance. It is welcomed that the now improved involvement of local and regional stake-

holders allows in theory for locally appropriate solutions to be found through decentralized 

management, but this complexity, fragmentation, incoherence also creates problems. It is in 

the nature of a compromise that the various starting positions are softened during negotia-

tions, but this has happened in the past to the benefit of the fishing industry and socio-eco-

nomic development and to the detriment of scientific data and the ecosystem. The actual legal 

design, especially of the highly influential ACs does not guarantee an improved outcome. 

Within the ACs the cumulative effects missing verification if data are appropriate, the weak 

link to the Good Governance Principles and the Underrepresentation of the public allow coun-

teracting outcomes in a decision-making system where liability and discretion is a decisive 

factor. Also, the general mistrust and conflict potential between the economy and scientist is 

not tried to be solved by the design of the CFP. 

The application of the "best available scientific data" fails not because of the availability and 

aggregation of the data, but rather because it is not considered in the decision-making process 

due to redundant mandates and objectives.155 The deviation from TAC based on the MSY rec-

ommendations and the MSY’s binding nature is supposed to be followed from 2020 on. But 

without the sufficient decision-making framework in place, it cannot be guaranteed that this 

will be conducted due to above mentioned reasons. So far, EAFM-based decisions have not 

depended on the existing regulatory framework, but rather on "the good faith of the decision-

 

154 In the sense of the Aarhus Convention. 

155 ‘CREAM Project’ <http://www.cream-fp7.eu/other_html/main_results_5.html> accessed 25 April 2022.  
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makers. Also, if one considers that the ministers responsible for enacting the TACs are also 

responsible for implementing them in the respective MS, there is a risk that decisions will be 

made in favor of national interests despite data to the contrary.156 

Ultimately, a number of factors in the TAC-setting hinder the implementation of adaptive 

EAFM, as both the weak legal design of the TAC through vague legal terms and fragmenta-

tion of applicable regulations and in decision-making cannot ensure that stakeholders are 

guided by EAFM principles. 

2.2.2 Bycatch Management 

2.2.2.1 Preventative Management through real-time closures 

Bycatch management starts with the preventative adoption of „technical measures“ which aim 

towards the avoidance of unwanted catches like juveniles, protected species, non-targeted 

species and other organisms. It covers inter alia the possibilities of real-time closures and the 

legal design of technical measures regarding the design of gear and devices. Due to the CFP 

“technical measures”157 may include inter alia characteristics and specifications of fishing 

gear and rules like the limitations and prohibitions fishing activities in certain areas or periods 

to minimise the negative impacts of fishing activities on marine biodiversity and marine eco-

systems.158 The technical measures have also a cross-sectoral purpose, because they aim not 

only towards the protection of economic relevant species but also their habitat, associated spe-

cies in the food web, and the integrity of ecosystems by acknowledging the impacts of various 

fishing techniques.159 Technical measures in the EU are set to achieve the MSY-objectives 

 

156 Setareh Khalilian and others, ‘Designed for Failure: A Critique of the Common Fisheries Policy of the Euro-

pean Union’ (2010) 34 Marine policy 1178, 1182. 

157 Defined in Art. 4 (20) CFP. 

158 Art. 7 (2) CFP. 

159 Karen Scott, ‘Bycatch Mitigation and the Protection of Associated Species’, Strengthening International 

Fisheries Law in an Era of Changing Oceans (Hart Publishing 2019) 168. 
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and are adopted fishery-specific and not stock-specific.160 Technical Measures regarding by-

catch management are embedded in multiannual plans161 based on regional long-term objec-

tives and they are adopted on the initiative of the affected MS or through regional coopera-

tion.162 Due to the need of immediate actions against the unsustainable fishing practices the 

Commissions exercises the competence to adopt CM also regarding the bycatch manage-

ment.163 

The legal basis for technical measures are not solely found within the CFP, but also in the 

“Technical Regulation”.164 The measures support the implementation of the CFP and they aim 

to achieve the objectives of the CFP with a new approach to increase the effectiveness of 

technical measures because so far it was unlikely to achieve the objectives of the CFP with 

the technical measures in place.165 The Technical Regulation consists of general rules which 

apply to all Union waters but also take regional specificities into consideration.166 It reflects 

the desire to reduce unwanted bycatch and contribute to the achievement of a “Good Environ-

mental Status”167 and other cross-sectoral legislation by avoiding bycatch of inter alia Marine 

Mammals and Seabirds.168 Thus, technical measures are the practical tool to implement the 

EAFM by taking into account the cumulative impacts of fishery by acknowledging the urgent 

need to take action due to the destructive effects. These general objectives are to be achieved 

by the optimization of exploitation patterns, considering cumulative impacts and the minimi-

zation of negative environmental impacts.169 

 

160 Ernesto Penas Lado, Quo Vadis Common Fisheries Policy? (John Wiley & Sons, Incorporated 2019) 150. 

161 Art. 10 (1) (f), (2) (a) CFP. 

162 Art. 18 (1) CFP. 

163 Art. 46 (2) CFP. 

164 Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council (EU) 2019/1241 of 20 June 2019 on the conserva-

tion of fisheries resources and the protection of marine ecosystems through technical measures OJ L 198/105 

(2019/1241).  

165 Recital (2) Regulation 2019/1241. 

166 Recital (3) Regulation 2019/1241. 

167 Recital (7) 2019/1241. 

168 Recital (17) 2019/1241. 

169 Art. 3 2019/1241. 
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The technical measures regarding the specification of gear, monitoring devices etc. are either 

regulated within the common technical measures or the regional technical measures and both 

Chapters are guided by Art. 3 CFP. The technical measures can either be specific for certain 

fisheries or gear. Since the Commission has the jurisdiction about technical measures for the 

Union waters, these are specified within the Annexes of the Technical Regulation.170 The af-

fected MS are allowed to submit joint recommendations regarding those technical measures. 

Real-time closure (RCT) can be understood as temporary closures triggered by a certain state 

of fish abundance, bycatch level, or similar events.171 RCTs are part of the regionalised tech-

nical measures and can be adopted by MS with a management interest proposed in accordance 

with international obligations.172 Art. 19 (1) 2019/1241 is the legal basis and the measure 

aims to ensure the protection of sensitive species or of aggregations of juveniles, spawning 

fish or shellfish species. The RCT is supported by the move-on obligation, which is triggered 

by a certain species threshold, and for the affected stakeholders triggers the obligation to stop 

fishing and leave the position.173 The combination of measures has the purpose to achieve a 

preventive protective effect through a closure and to create the legal obligation to leave the 

fishing ground so that it can be the basis for a penalty. These measures are supposed to lay the 

legal basis for the responsible authorities to address rapidly changing conditions in line espe-

cially with the PA and EAFM.174 

However, the current design of the RCT within the Technical Regulation is inadequate, as it 

does not provide for precautionary measures for unexpected events such as changes in migra-

tion routes or other emergencies, so that there is no element of "real-time" in the regulation. 

Rather, RCTs can only be issued on a static basis in terms of location and time, since a joint 

recommendation must always be issued by all MS as a basis for decision-making and there 

 

170 Art. 15 2019/1241. 

171 Coby L Needle and Rui Catarino, ‘Evaluating the Effect of Real-Time Closures on Cod Targeting’ (2011) 68 

ICES journal of marine science 1647, 1647. 

172 See p.15, 7.6 FAO 2011. 

173 Art. 19 (2) 2019/1241. 

174 Richard Caddell and Erik J Molenaar, Strengthening International Fisheries Law in an Era of Changing 
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are no rules of jurisdiction for emergencies. This poses particular problems for the protection 

of pelagic fish species, as they move in open water and adapt their location to the food supply 

instead of staying in one place.175 The regionalisation aspect of this regulation has also only 

taken place in the case of the North Sea and Skagerrak, although it should be noted that these 

waters are jointly managed with Norway as a pioneer of RCT measures. 176 There are no pre-

cautionary measures in this regional regulation either, so that real-time closures for certain 

fish species are only triggered due to trigger levels of bycatch.177 

A second type of RCT, which is not named as such but corresponds to its nature, is based on 

Art. 108 1224/2009, which implements and specifies Art. 15 CFP.178 In this case, the measure 

may even be adopted with "immediate effect" if there is evidence "that fishing activities 

and/or measures adopted by a Member State or Member States undermine the conservation 

and management measures adopted in the framework of multi-annual plans or threaten the 

marine eco-system".179 In case a violation is detected shall be proportionate to the threat and 

may include the closure of fisheries.180  It is problematic, however, that neither "evidence" nor 

"undermine" and "threaten" are defined in the requirements for the offence. "Evidence" basi-

cally presupposes the existence of facts that lead to the conclusion that CM are undermined or 

that the ecosystem is endangered. In the absence of a definition or references of this term, 

however, practitioners have a certain degree of discretion as to what is or is not evidence. 

The terms "undermine" and "threaten" are also vague and require further specification in indi-

vidual cases. In case of doubt, the precautionary approach would have to be applied, since the 

absence of data does not justify the non-application of a CM and precautionary action must be 

taken to protect the ecosystem in the case of uncertain impacts of human activities.181 A broad 

 

175 Penas Lado (n 160) 153. 

176 COMMISSION REGULATION (EU) No 724/2010 of 12 August 2010 laying down detailed rules for the im-
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interpretation of the concept of enhanced environmental protection would be appropriate, 

given the state of European wild living resources and ecosystems and the precautionary ap-

proach. 

However, neither Regulation 1224/2009 nor the Technical Regulation refer to the precaution-

ary approach and the EAFM in the legislation, which makes it easier for those concerned not 

to apply the concepts due to the questioning of the regulations, as legal laypersons in doubt do 

not understand the coherent application of the law. In addition, the terms contain a considera-

ble margin of discretion as to what is to be understood by "undermine" and "threaten". How-

ever, if the legal consequence, i.e., the closure of fisheries, is triggered, the legal consequence 

must be "appropriate". This legal concept also leaves the competent authority a wide margin 

of discretion, which in case of doubt does not necessarily has to be in favour of ecosystem 

protection, as scientific data regarding spatial, temporal, or technical closures can be deviated 

from, as has already been shown in the past. 

A third type of RCT is the "emergency measures" adopted by either the Commission or the 

MS.182 These measures are triggered by a "serious threat to the conservation of marine biolog-

ical resources or to the marine ecosystem based on evidence". Here, too, the term "serious 

threat" gives a wide margin of discretion as to what is allowed and what is not, as there is no 

definition of the term. According to Wakefield it means that the serious threat must be “on 

duly justified imperative grounds of urgency.”183 In addition, cases of scientific uncertainty 

do not constitute a serious threat due to the design and meaning of PA so that sufficient real-

time action cannot be taken.184 

The problem with the RCT provisions is the discretion of the multilevel authorities that must 

assess a violation, since on the one hand the authorities at sea have to determine the violation 

and on the other hand the authority that decides on the legal consequences. The cumulative 

effects of personal differences, undefined legal terms, and the weak design of the PA (see 
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above) are another reason for insufficient implementation of the EAFM. Moreover, no meas-

ure contains a real-time element that allows the requirements of legal certainty and clear 

wording to be met. 

2.2.2.2 After Landing – The Landing obligation 

In the following chapters, the legal analysis does not focus on the LO, but rather on its flexi-

bility regulations. 

Background 

The tools with which these objectives are about to be achieved are to retain and count all 

catches of species, which are subjects to catch limits and caught during fishing activities, 

against the quotas.185 Even though the word bycatch is not used in the latter measure, it can be 

concluded from a teleological interpretation that "bycatch" is also included, as it is listed in 

the chapter "Reducing bycatch and discard". 

The idea of minimizing bycatch and reducing discards through a Landing obligation (LO) did 

not originate within EU itself but is a measure which results of various international develop-

ments and various interest stakeholders. According to the 2002 FAO report, the legal basis in 

international law is found in Art. 62 (3) UNCLOS which states "restore populations of har-

vested species at levels which can produce the maximum sustainable yield" and Art. 5 (b) 

UNFSA " or those stocks that are accidentally overfished, the fishery must be conducted such 

that there is a high degree of probability that the stock(s) will recover".186 The FAO itself pro-

poses a number of measures to achieve the goal, such as improving the selectivity of gear, 

seasonal or real-time closure, improving use of by-catch and mandatory landings of dis-

cards.187 In the CFP the EU introduced for the first time a LO188 to gradually eliminate un-

wanted bycatch and discards by ensuring that these are landed, because bycatch and discards 
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produced up to 25% of the total catches and were for a long time considered as waste.189 This 

reflects the EAFM in so far that negative impacts on ecosystems like the capture of non-tar-

get, protected, threatened or endangered species (seabirds, marine mammals, fish etc.), local 

anoxia of sea habitats and the disruption of food webs190 and the financial viability of fisher-

ies191 are minimised and aim towards more profitable fisheries in the future.192 Indirect it aims 

to incentivise more selective fishing methods through the use of more suitable fishing tech-

niques to reduce preventatively. 

As already mentioned, the problem had been known since 1992 and was nevertheless not 

mentioned and addressed in the 2002 CFP. Rather, in 2007, the Commission was in favour of 

consultation with stakeholders and the fisheries sector to jointly find solutions for bycatch re-

duction through a "bottom up" approach.193 The fisheries sector was not particularly inter-

ested in finding constructive solutions, as this could have meant further economic losses in a 

deteriorating fishery and would have meant additional effort through mitigation measures.194 

Consequently, the Commission opted for a top-down approach as it felt compelled to set pol-

icy objectives to address the problem and mobilise the authorities and stakeholders.195 It was 

obvious that the LO needed a certain degree of flexibility, because while some Member States 

feared negative consequences for their TACs due to the principle of relative stability (result-

ing in a zero TAC196 in the first case), others were concerned about the implementation of the 

ban on the sale of undersized fish.197 Therefore, negotiations on the LO focused on the flexi-

bility mechanisms that resulted in the LO not being applied to species with a high survival 
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rate, as well as the de minimis exception and the cross-reporting of retained fish to another 

TAC. The outcomes are standardised flexibility mechanism which apply to all Union waters. 

Choke species and Quota swapping 

One way to achieve a reduction in discards and to incentivize more selective fishing tech-

niques are the "Choke species" which is especially relevant to fisheries with a diversity of 

caught species (like mixed-fisheries). In the absence of a clear definition choke species can be 

understood as species for which the available quota is exhausted before the quotas are ex-

hausted of the other species that are caught together in a fishery.198 The choke species trigger 

a closure of fisheries when a quota of one target or by-catch species is exhausted before the 

other quotas are.199 The "exhausted species" can therefore limit fisheries activities because of 

"low productivity of the stock and reduced fishing opportunities or discrepancy between his-

torical right allocation compared to current abundance." 200 

The fishing industry was economically concerned about this regulation, as the choke species 

may result in zero TACs for some choke species due to the relative stability principle of the 

quota allocation. This is because during quota allocation, TACs are allocated only on the ba-

sis of the relative stability keys and not by taking into account economic considerations such 

as the confounding of fishing opportunity/ineffective fishery. Consequently, the fishery was 

in danger of becoming economically unviable as there was a mismatch between catching ca-

pacity and landing obligation.201 From an economic point of view, a "sustainable explosion" 

could take place (at least in theory), but this is prevented by the "choke species" and is there-

fore also contrary to the social pillar of the EAFM and not in line with the objectives of the 

CFP.  
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The fact that the relative stability key is no longer reflecting the fishing opportunities of the 

MS, a mechanism that creates flexibility in quota exchange and adaption so called “Quota 

swapping” (QS) became an important tool for fisheries right allocation.202 The QS is a volun-

tary mechanism without legal basis, and it exists since the invention of TAC in 1983. Cur-

rently, approximately 17% of the existing quotas are swapped among stakeholders.203 Quotas 

are public legal rights, any share of which can be exchanged between Member States, individ-

ual fishermen, between companies or within companies.204 

However, the practice of QS suffers from a massive lack of transparency. From a legal point 

of view, the quotas are "public legal entitlements" which, according to the Aarhus Conven-

tion, are supposed to be accessible to the public as information.205 Accordingly, "access to in-

formation" includes all "environmental information" of a "public authority".  

The quotas include information on the permitted amount of a fish species that may be ex-

ploited from the marine ecosystem and thus directly concerns an "element of the environ-

ment" and it indirectly concerns the interactions between the different elements due to various 

ecosystem interruptions through fishing activities.206 The quotas are the result of European 

legislation that directly affects the environment and are therefore issued by a “public author-

ity”.207 In the sense of a broad interpretation, the "conditions of human life" are affected by 

European legislation, as the CFP should not only contribute to the conservation of marine 

ecosystems but also to food security.208 Thus, access to information must be granted.  
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Consequently, there is to be public transparency regarding the quota distribution and the QS 

based on it in the sense of a holistic transparency if no derogation rule is applicable.209 Ac-

cording to this provision a request for environmental information may be refused, if the dis-

closure would adversely affect confidentiality of commercial and industrial information in or-

der to protect a legitimate economic interest.210 The EU has made use of this exception in this 

respect through the provision of Art. 113 (1) Regulation 1224/2009. This states that  

"Member States and the Commission shall take all necessary measures to ensure that data col-

lected and received under this Regulation are treated in accordance with the applicable rules 

on professional and business secrecy". 

The term "data" refers to all data that are reliable for the CFP, i.e., also the quota distribution 

and QS. The terms "professional and business secret" are not defined in Regulation 

1224/2009, but for the sake of a coherent understanding of the European term, Directive 

2016/943, which subsumes it as "business secret", is used to clarify the meaning. Based on 

Art. 2(1) of Directive 2016/943211, it must be a secret in the sense that “is not generally 

known or readily accessible within the circles which normally handle that type of infor-

mation".212 This does not fulfil the requirements to be defined as a "secret" and therefore not a 

"trade secret". As already mentioned, the quotas are public legal entities, since they concern 

the exploitation of a public good ("marine biological resources"). This entity will always re-

main of a "public legal" nature until it expires, i.e., as soon as the quota in question is ex-

hausted or expired. regardless of whether it is traded between member states, natural persons 

or legal entities. If the entitlement (quote) is sold, the contract of sale is of a private law na-

ture, but this does not affect the nature of the quota. Consequently, a possible sales contract 

may contain secrets that fall under the "trade secret", but not the properties of the entitlement. 

This is because both the TAC and the distribution of quotas take place through a public act 

 

209 Art. 4 (4) Aarhus. 
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211 Directive (EU) 2016/943 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2016 on the protection of 
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closure OJ L 157/1 (953/2016). 
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(Annual TAC Regulation), and the distribution of MS quotas to the fishing industry takes 

place through public tenders. The result of a public tender is also published for reasons of 

transparency, so that theoretically there is no point in the entire award procedure at which the 

current status and holder of the "public legal entitlement" is not known. Consequently, at no 

point in time can it be a "secret" and ultimately also not a "trade secret", so that Art. 113 (1) 

1224/2009 does not constitute an exception to Art. 4 (4) Aarhus with regard to QS. 

The more precise assessment of the protection of " professional and commercial secrecy" data 

is certainly beyond the scope of this paper, but it cannot be denied that the basic disclosure of 

QS is in the spirit of the "good governance principles"213 and a successful implementation of 

the EAFM, as it is so far impossible to survey the dimension of QS practices in their entirety. 

A holistic overview would provide the opportunity to make the QA system more efficient and 

to ensure a more efficient and sustainable exploration of living marine resources with the help 

of best available science. According to Lado this solution would be appropriate to better deal 

with the problem of choke species, as it would be foreseeable which MS would (or would not) 

use their choke species quota and thus QS could better meet the needs of the fishing indus-

try.214 

Ultimately, the LO is based on a standardised system that tries to compensate for negative ef-

fects through mechanisms based on fragmented legal bases and a complex and intransparent 

QA system. The result is that stakeholders trade off a common pool resource that is inaccessi-

ble to the public, when in fact the fishery could be managed more effectively, ultimately 

avoiding more bycatch. 

Flexibility Mechanisms 

A second major critic is the design and cumulative effects of the flexibility mechanisms. The 

purpose of these is to reduce the residual level of inevitable discards.215 
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The first exception to the LO is the “de minimis rule” according to Art. 15 (4) (c), (5) CFP. 

Accordingly, up to 5% of the by-catches of all species subject to the LO do not have to be 

counted towards the remaining quotas if either an increase of selectivity is very difficult to 

achieve, or the handling of unwanted by-catches causes disproportionate costs.216 

The STECF mentioned in its 2019 LO-report that the number of applications for the deroga-

tion of disproportionate costs is increasing and that it does not have the capacities to assess all 

factors and requirements for an economic analysis of “disproportionate costs”.217 So far it is 

an indefinite legal term which leaves a wide space for discretion, and it does not differentiate 

which costs can be subsumed under this term. Hereby, costs can occur in terms of inter alia 

discards of non-commercial species, costs for measuring/estimating the levels of discard, for-

gone income of juvenile and adult target species etc.218 Therefore, the STECF must analyse 

the application of the rule based on “generic information” and a call to establish an analytical 

framework was unheard so far.219 

In application of the derogation rule the problem of “combined de-minimis” originates. Ac-

cordingly, the purpose of the exception is undermined in that the total of all de minimis sur-

pluses (max. 5%) for the corresponding number of quotas averages 5% per quota, but more 

than 5% discard can arise per individual quota.220 This problem has not yet been the subject of 

legal proceedings, but this regulatory gap still exists. Overall, there are legal loopholes and 

uncertainties to exceed the amount of discard which ultimately results in a higher impact on 

the marine ecosystem. 

 

216 Art. 15 (5) (c) CFP. 
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A second flexibility mechanism of the LO is the discard because of “high survival rates” (Art. 

15 (4) (b) CFP. Again, this is an indeterminate legal term, whereby an assessment on a case-

by-case basis is indispensable, especially in the case of life discards, since the "survival rate" 

depends on many factors that cannot be generalised (e.g. type of fish, fishing gear, air expo-

sure, catch time, catch depth, etc.).221 Therefore, the STECF demands that data is needed not 

only regarding the point of release, but also regarding post-release and so far this data is only 

insufficiently available. Thus, in these scenarios the PA is about to applied, because the ab-

sence of relevant survival data must be reflected in precautionary decision-making with inter 

alia a “dead-discard reflection” in the relevant TAC.222 Thus, the low scientific knowledge 

about the survival rates create an indefinite impact on the marine ecosystems. The problem 

with these two exemptions lies less in the individual legal formulation, but rather in the cumu-

lative effects of potentially exceeding the 5% de minimis rule and the absence of scientific 

data. This results in more discards than foreseen in the LO and reflected in the TACs.  

To strengthen the implementation of the EAFM it is necessary to clarify vague legal terms, 

minimum requirements for MS to be able to justify the existence of an exemption. 

In order to further prevent the circumvention and misuse of the flexibility mechanism the data 

collection on vessels needs to be further improved. This includes both technical controls and 

the successful participation of the fisheries sector, which has so far not been interested in re-

ducing bycatch due to the above-mentioned concerns.223 Furthermore, the discards must not 

be counted in the TACs to the extent that the TAC exceeds the proposed scientific MSY, as 

otherwise fishing would not be at a sustainable level.224 However, STECF also emphasises 

that it is much more important to prevent discards and bycatch through improved selective 

fishing methods than to repressively pursue compliance with exemptions.225 
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A second aspect for failure of the EAFM within the LO are the cumulative effects of the lack 

of support of the fishing industry, the centralised flexibility mechanism and a decentralised 

compliance and enforcement control.226 

Ultimately, the LO is based on a standardised system that tries to compensate for negative ef-

fects through mechanisms based on fragmented legal bases and a complex and intransparent 

QA system. The result is that stakeholders trade off a common pool resource that is inaccessi-

ble to the public, when in fact the fishery could be managed more effectively, ultimately 

avoiding more bycatch. 

3 Norway 

3.1 Background 

3.1.1 National circumstances for fisheries management 

Since agriculture is of minor importance in NOR fishing has always been well anchored cul-

turally and economically as a source of food and trade. Compared to Central and Southern 

Europe, Norway is much less densely populated with its 5.5 million inhabitants, most of 

whom live in smaller settlements except for a few large cities in the south.227 Norway is con-

sidered a role model in fisheries management, as it implemented many of the European CMs 

earlier and also came out on top in international comparisons of compliance rates with FAO 

COCRF.228 

Fisheries management is part of public law and it is managed by the Ministry of Trade, Indus-

try and Fisheries concerning the management of Sea Fisheries and the Ministry of Environ-

ment concerning the protection of biodiversity and water resources.229 Norway has a tradition 

 

226 ‘Study EU Fisheries Policy_REV 2-Original.Pdf’ 109–111 <https://www.europarl.europa.eu/cms-
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of enacting framework legislation in the area of public law at the state level, which gives the 

implementing authorities a wide room of discretion in the implementation of policies and 

measures.230 This is intended to promote an active policy of regional development due to the 

great distance between the respective cities, in order to be able to take sufficient account of 

local needs in individual cases.231 In terms of fisheries management the MRA and Nature Di-

versity Act build the legal basis and implement the EA horizontally. The EA is also imple-

mented vertical in the MRA and is therefore equivalent to the EU implementation. 

Concerning the problems of unsustainable fisheries NOR learned its first lessons during the 

late 1960s when the Spring Spawn herring stocks collapsed due to massive overfishing and 

overcapacity and second in the collapse of the North Sea cod and capelin in the 1970s.232 The 

structural elements which supported the collapses were inter alia the open access to fisheries, 

large fishing gear, unsustainable subsidies, and the absence of international and national regu-

latory measures.233 In response to this the Norwegian Government (Regjeringen) changed its 

fisheries policy by closing all offshore fisheries for new entrants in 1973, aiming for the phase 

out of unsustainable subsidies during the 1980s, end overfishing and enhancing cooperation 

with Russia and the EEC on economically important shared stocks.234 Until then, Norwegian 

fisheries were characterised by small-scale vessels within the coastal areas and an industrial-

ised fleet within the EEZs which was extended to 200 nm in 1976.235 Since the limitation of 

access, all existing quotas are only allocated to the quota holders entitled at the time of clo-

sure, so that, in contrast to the EEC, it was not possible to acquire quotas without acquiring 

them through the licence aggregation system. Nevertheless, the TACs were not set at sustain-

able levels, so the problem of overfishing could not be ended. 
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Subsidies peaked in the 1980s and supported the problem of overcapacity and were subse-

quently used to incentivise the scrapping of vessels.236 This way to reduce overcapacity was 

later replaced by the system of licence aggregation.237 This entails the possibility for espe-

cially small-scale fishermen to sell their fishing opportunities including their boat to a buyer. 

The buyer received the fishing opportunity and the (often less wanted) boat in return and thus 

fishing was supposed to become more effective with less fishermen fishing for the same ca-

pacity.238 Parallel attempts were made to improve the exploitation pattern, with real-time clo-

sures and discard bans for cod and pollock being applied as conservation measures since 1984 

and 1987 respectively.239 The discard bans now cover almost all exploited species.240 

The 1990s began with the collapse of the Northeast Arctic Cod stocks and most coastal areas 

were closed for fisheries due to overfishing.241 This stood in harsh contrast to the open access 

to fish and was only slowly accepted among stakeholders that such emergency measures were 

necessary to stop overfishing.242 The Coastal Fisheries became subject to access regulation 

since then.243 

The decade from 1992-2002 marked for Norway also a big step forward in the development 

of environmental law. Norway ratified and implemented the 1992 Rio Conference, the CBD-

Convention, UNFSA, the 1995 COCRF, the Aarhus-Convention.244 In 1994, the EEA Agree-

ment was finally signed, explicitly excluding environmental concerns and fisheries manage-

ment, and consequently, fisheries management remained an exclusively national matter.245 
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3.1.2 Design of the MRA 

The Marine Resources Act was adopted in 2008 and builds the vertical pillar of the EAFM. 

Similar to the CFP, the MRA aims to "ensure sustainable and economically profitable man-

agement of wild living marine resources and genetic material derived from them, and to pro-

mote employment and settlement in coastal communities".246 Consequently, ecological, eco-

nomic and social goals are to be reconciled as in the CFP. Like the CFP, the MRA covers all 

"wild living resources" and all activities "in connection with harvesting and other utilisation 

of catches" except anadromous species such as inter alia salmon and sea trout.247 In the appli-

cation of this law, the relevant international agreements and international law must be ap-

plied.248 In contrast to the CFP, where such considerations are only found in the Recitals, the 

vertical dimension of the EA is enshrined in Art. 6 MRA.249 In addition to the precautionary 

approach, the EA is also understood as a principle of the MRA. This means, that in contrast to 

the CFP, the possible considerations must be taken into account in decision-making, because 

principles have a binding effect if they are based in legal acts like here.250 Although the EA is 

not explicitly defined in the MRA, it must be included in all policy sectors due to the integra-

tion principle, which states that environmental objectives and considerations of  must be in-

corporated in all sectors.251 It cannot be denied that the "consideration" of the EA is intended 

to allow environmental concerns to be better taken into account.  

Consequently, the definition of the "ecosystem approach and cumulative environmental im-

pact" which states that “any pressure on an ecosystem shall be assessed based on the cumula-

tive environmental effects on the ecosystem now or in the future”252 must be included in the 

meaning of the EA within the MRA.253 Consequently, the adoption of the CM based on the 
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MRA must also consider cumulative environmental effects through this legally binding link-

age. 

3.2 Quota system 

3.2.1 Legal design 

The legal basis for the “National quotas” is in Chapter 3, Section 11-14 MRA and the objec-

tive is to promote precautious management due to the fishery crisis in the past and gained sci-

entific knowledge.254 The national quota promotes effective resource management and aim to 

out-phase the problems of overfishing, overcapacity and unsustainable resource exploitation. 

The national quotas are defined as “the maximum permitted quantities of wild living re-

sources that may be harvested”255 and are shaped with the above-mentioned principles in the 

legal interpretation and implementation. The characteristics of the national quota are similar 

to the EU-TAC in that they allow a certain amount of wild living resources to be harvested 

over a certain period of time. The quota are stock-specific assessments, and they are intercon-

nected with the objectives of increasing the economic output while improving exploitation 

patterns and discard management, optimising long-term economic yield, and incorporate new 

scientific knowledge.256  

The national quota is divided into a "group quota" and a "district quota". The former is under-

stood here as "maximum permitted harvest for each vessel group, gear group, or other defined 

group" and is directly addressed to the fishermen.257 In contrast to the CFP regulations, it is 

explicitly stipulated that the total of the group quotas may not exceed the national quotas,258 

as otherwise there would be no compliance with the above-mentioned principles. 

 

254 Peter Gullestad and others, ‘Towards Ecosystem-Based Fisheries Management in Norway – Practical Tools 
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The group quotas from Section 11 MRA are then passed on to each vessel under Section 12 

MRA in the form of the so-called "Individual Vessel Quota" (IVQ).  In principle, only vessels 

that either hold a licence granted at the point of limitation of access or are affected by Section 

12 (2), (3) MRA are the addressees of the IVQ. 

The IVQ were introduced in response to the 1990 cod crisis to tackle problems of overcapac-

ity, to promote decentralized quota sharing, and to make fishing more effective in terms of 

profitability and ecological impacts.259 Therefore, it was necessary to limit the access to fish-

ery resources through restrictions. The government aimed to adopt a flexible management 

mechanism that can generate more profitable fisheries.260 In its first adoption the IVQ-system 

was divided in two groups. Group I addressed mainly the offshore vessels and covered active 

vessels which made up 90 % of the total TAC.261 The vessels received exclusive quota rights 

with full discretion when and where to fish. Group II covered mainly the Coastal vessels and 

allowed fishing without restriction as long as the vessel was registered.262 After the cod-

stocks recovered the “fine-tuning” started by addressing the overcapacity of the coastal fleet. 

Therefore, the Structural Quota System was introduced which covers meanwhile also the off-

shore vessels and allows to trade licenses and annual permits, but only if the vessel is 

traded.263 This system is going to be reconciled in 2024 and resulted so far in the stabilisation 

of the vessels profitability, structural adaption and efficiency improvement and the reduction 

of participating vessels.264 Additionally, the IVQ system enables the government to adjust the 
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vessel capacities to the natural resources and to incentives technical improvement in order to 

keep the fishing permits.265 

The IVQ system reflects several approaches of the 2002 FAO report for the implementation 

of the EA. First, by reducing overcapacity, the pressure of fish on the marine ecosystem can 

be reduced, thus promoting the rebuilding of depleted stocks and the rehabilitation of critical 

habitats. 266 Secondly, the reduction of harmful subsidies that promote inter alia overcapacity 

is a component of the improvement of conventional management measures. 267 Thirdly, by in-

creasing the profitability of fisheries, coastal communities can be targeted, so that fisheries 

can once again create a sustainable livelihood. 

All stocks are managed on the basis of precautionary management, but they are analysed with 

different objectives and methods in order to make the most efficient use of the available hu-

man and financial resources.268 Norway prioritises the individual stocks according to the 

amount of data available and their economic importance, and thus divides them into "econom-

ically most important", "stocks of some economic importance" and "stocks of low economic 

importance and non-commercial species".269 The purpose of prioritising "economically most 

important stocks" is to enable the fishing industry to be as compliant as possible, as they also 

have a long-term economic interest in preserving their earnings base. Another reason is that 

the fishing of these stocks is, in terms of quantity, the greatest intervention in the ecosystem 

through the disruption of food chains and ecosystem composition. These stocks represent 

85% of the "first hand value" and are fished within the "economically optimal long term sus-

tainable yield".270 
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“Stocks of some economic importance” which reflect 5-7 % of the first-hand value are being 

managed with precautions measures due to the lack of scientific evidence.271 Most of these 

stocks occur in coastal waters and are fished by small-scale fishermen and recreational angler. 

Therefore, the data on the impacts of discards, catches and mortality are not available, but it 

aims to manage these stocks in the long-term either within MSY or Maximum Economical 

Yield.272 So far, the focus is on ensuring a stable long-term sustainable yield.273 

“Stocks of low economic importance and non-commercial species” are managed within the 

management principle274 due to the lack of data and economic interest. Therefore, it must only 

be assumed that these stocks and species are “sustainably managed” while preserving biodi-

versity and ecosystem function.275 

With regard to the national quotas, it depends on the classification of the stock which refer-

ence points are used to determine the quota. In the stocks where sufficient scientific data are 

available, limit reference points referring to stock specific, absolute values of spawning stock 

biomass and fishing mortality are used.276 

For stocks with insufficient data, precautionary reference points are set based on Art. 6 (3) 

(b), Annex II (1) UNFSA, so that the reference points are based on either conservation, or 

limit, reference and management, or target reference points. 

With regard to the legal basis of the stock assessment, the scientific and legal framework in 

which the quota assessment has to take place is neither explicitly stated in the MRA nor in 

any of the regulations based on it. The only parameters for the "national quota" are derived 

from the regional management plans, harvest rules and the principles of sections 7.6 of the 
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MRA. In the latter case, it can be concluded through a systematic interpretation that the na-

tional quotas must be applied in compliance with international law. The substantive scope of 

the relevant interpretation results from the relationship between Norwegian law and interna-

tional law, as there are no specific provisions in the MRA for the application of the PP or EA. 

Norway applies the dualist principle and therefore international law must be implemented 

through a national law, but international law is also used as a source of interpretation of na-

tional law.277 In a case like here, in which no obvious implementation act about more specific 

requirements of the EA or PP exists, "the principle of presumption" applies.278 This states it 

must be presumed that Norwegian law is in line with international law if nothing more precise 

is regulated.279 Consequently, in the sense of a coherent understanding of the term, it is as-

sumed that at least the legally binding elements of the PA and EA derived from the relevant 

international legislation apply in the MRA.280 

The reference points of the PP under the UNFSA provide the legal basis for the reference 

points used in Norway. Regarding the legal resilience of quota-setting, there are no substan-

tive framework provisions in the MRA, but a link to the reference points in section 7 (2) (a) 

MRA is established by the word "guidelines" in connection with the precautionary approach, 

as the UNFSA also speaks of "guidelines" in relation to reference points. This can be under-

stood as an indicator for the application of the "principles of presumption", as this link indi-

cates a consistent interpretation of the terms. Nevertheless, even with this legal design, there 

is a risk of non-ecosystem-based discretionary decisions, since ecological interests have to be 

weighed against social and economic interests, and "economic profit" is also an objective of 

the MRA. 

However, to avoid the exploitation of such a flexible design of the quota setting and to pro-

mote the implementation of EAFM, Fisheries and Stock Tables have been introduced into the 
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quota setting as a decision support tool.281 These are practical tools to solve and prioritise ex-

isting conservation and profitability problems, as they illustrate either problems related to fish 

stocks or fishery-selectivity for the stakeholders.282 The tables form the basis for decision-

making and indirectly serve as a common ground for the reconciliation of opposing stake-

holder positions. All unresolved issues are prioritised in the next meetings, regularly updated 

scientifically, and remain in the tables until they are resolved.283 The tables are compiled ex-

clusively by scientists from ICES or Institute of Marine Research (IMR), but not by the fish-

ing industry itself. This results in the unhindered application of the best available science and 

directly serves the implementation of the EAFM.284 In addition, the tables are fully accessible 

on the IMR website in the sense of the Aarhus Convention, so that the problems listed there 

are difficult to neglect "with one eye open". The tables are in line with the purpose of the EA, 

as they categorise habitat and ecosystem impacts and highlight areas where action is needed. 

Although this tool is a result of the implementation of the MRA, it has no legal basis in the 

MRA and is legally non-binding. Thus, there is no legal resilience for this EA tool, as the ta-

bles can no longer be applied or replaced at any time without a decision, so that the applica-

tion of the table depends more on the stakeholders than on the legal design. However, the 

strength of this legal design lies in the adaptability and flexibility of the available choice of 

measures, as decisions are made based on the PP and Fishery and Stock specific problems are 

illustrated and prioritised. In addition, all relevant principles of international law are to be fol-

lowed through the principle of presumption. Furthermore, the tables could also ensure that the 

fishing industry's acceptance and willingness to compromise with scientists was strengthened. 

Although there is no legal resilience of the EA basics, there is a certain degree of adaptivity 

for the implementation of the EA. 
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3.2.2 Decision-making 

In the following, the decision-making process is going to be analysed to identify where EA is 

implemented and applied. The decision-making takes place in a centralised top-down ap-

proach at which end the Ministry issues the relevant quota.285 The decision-making must be 

seen in the light of the Norwegian Fisheries characteristics and public-private decision-mak-

ing.286 The Norwegian fisheries are characterised by a multitude of conflicts between region-

als, offshore and inshore fishermen, and processing and harvesting stakeholders.287 The pub-

lic-private policy making provides a link between the state and civil society to ensure a wide 

stakeholder participation as they are mainly responsible to comply with the fisheries regula-

tions and to guarantee the best compliance-result possible.288 The private interest groups can 

either be represented directly through formalized structures like boards and committees or in-

directly with delegated public authority in specific issues areas.289 

The decision-making is based on scientific advice that originates either from the ICES regard-

ing shared stocks or from the IMR regarding national stocks. The assessments are based upon 

the precautionary approach and rely on the best available data. The respective quota are for-

warded to “The Fisheries Directorate”. The Directorate is an advisory and executive agency 

for the Ministry and proposes quota and monitors that these are not exceeded. In the decision-

making the Directorate closely cooperates with the “Management Council” and the Ministry. 

The Management Council is also an advisory council and is chaired by the Directorate.290 The 

Council is composed of representatives from the harvesting and processing industry which 

held nine of eleven seats.291 The Directorate and the “Public” (Aarhus) are only allowed to 

take place as observers. The task is to advice the Directorate in respective matters based on 
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the material (e.g. Stock and Fishery Tables) and the agenda which was prepared by the Direc-

torate. There is no legal basis for the exact work procedure, so it is basically informal.292 The 

prioritisation of the topics can only be derived from the agenda or the materials and there is 

no legal basis for the exact procedure of the Councils meeting293 The instructions issued by 

the Council are usually "the backbone of the next years management plan".294 The Directorate 

and the Council usually meet at least twice a year to keep in constant touch about changes and 

adjustments to be made. The opinions resulting from this process are forwarded to the Minis-

try which must adapt the decisions and bears the legal and political responsibility for those.295  

Throughout this process, the IMR can act as a consultative body in a dual role. On the one 

hand, its recommendations form the basis for the decision-making process and, on the other 

hand, it advises the Ministry on the adoption of the quotas.296 In the entire decision-making 

process, all participants are obliged to adhere to the principles of the MRA. This is not regu-

lated in the MRA, but rather arises from a systematic and teleological interpretation, since 

they must act within the framework of their delegated power and consequently also within the 

framework of the principles of Section 7. 

The main object of current criticism is that in the decision-making process, the Council and 

the Directorate have a great responsibility with regard to the decisions to be taken, but without 

having to bear political responsibility.297 This is the responsibility of the Ministry and this was 

partly exploited in the past, even before the introduction of the EA. 

Furthermore, the distribution of seats within the Council is criticised, as a closed circle of pri-

vate stakeholders is allowed to decide on the distribution and exploitation of public re-

sources.298 While in the CFP the representatives of the general interest are at least entitled to 

vote in the ACs, representatives of the general interest only have the right to participate in the 
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consultations, without, however, being allowed to make proposals, express opinions or take 

part in votes. This contradicts the idea of opening decision-making to a wide range of stake-

holders on an equal footing. It cannot be denied that fishermen have a central role in compli-

ance and implementation of regulations, as control mechanisms are limited, but the "public" 

should also be allowed to participate in such decision-making processes directly and not only 

through indirectly represented state bodies.  

Despite these concerns, scientific recommendations form the basis for decisions on quotas. 

There is a high level of scientific compliance, which is not due to the legal design of the 

MRA, but rather to reasons outside the MRA. 

3.3 Bycatch management 

The Norwegian bycatch management started 1987 with a discard ban of Cod in response to 

the cod crisis in the mid-1980s.299 The discard ban was preceded by the first RCT which are 

nowadays only one measure of the bycatch policy.300 Since then, bycatch management 

evolved towards an obligation which includes all landed species, plants, marine mammals, 

and seabirds.301 

As already conducted in the legal analysis above about the EUs bycatch management this part 

is going to be divided in one preventative part and another part which exclusively analysis hot 

to deal with bycatch as soon it is landed. 

3.3.1 Preventative Measures 

The prevention of bycatch is regulated under Chapter 14 Sec.16, 17 MRA and deals with the 

conduct of harvesting operations to minimise the impacts on marine ecosystems. Due to Sec. 

16 MRA the Ministry may adopt regulations including the prohibition of harvesting in certain 

areas or the application of devices used in connection with harvesting, permitted bycatch, and 
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the design and use of harvesting gear to reduce damage to species other than the targeted spe-

cies.302 The objective of this provision (“minimise impact”) directly reflects the principles of 

impact minimization, because this measures aim towards eliminating damaging practices for 

habitats, targeted and non-targeted species in a preventative matter in the sense of a holistic 

management.303 The above mentioned scope of Sec. 16 (2) MRA reflects the same preventa-

tive measures as the CFP without naming them CM.  

All measures are further specified in the law on "harvesting regulations" (høstings-

forskriften)304 and include the geographical and substantive scope of the MRA, as this is the 

legal basis. In application of the Act, the principles of the MRA are also applicable and tech-

nical regulations must thus be adapted to BAT principles and on a case-by-case and site-spe-

cific basis for the fishing technique or species concerned. 

In contrast to the EU, where the technical measures are issued by the MS and the EU, the 

technical regulations here follow a classic "top-down" approach and regulate local provisions 

uniformly, so that the same principles and principles with the same legal effectiveness apply 

to all regions and therefore legal fragmentation can be prevented. 

Among the provisions, the "real time closures" are particularly noteworthy.305 These are spa-

tial closures for a fishing ground if either the permitted number of bycatch regulations) is too 

high306 or the risk to the catch of juveniles and under-sized fish or bycatch in general is too 

high.307 

A real-time closure can apply to a non-predefined spatial area and can in principle be decided 

by the head office of the Directorate of Fisheries within hours and communicated directly 
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through the radio to the fishermen concerned.308 In addition, the Coast Guards have the deci-

sion-making power to establish "Precautionary Areas" and thus to take unbureaucratic interim 

measures for ecosystem protection if the " law and order" (“ro og orden” ) on the fishing and 

fishing grounds is threatened, for example by the violation of regulations of the "harvesting 

regulation".309 This design has the advantages that pelagic fish species can be protected at any 

location without being dependent on a prior restricted areas and that short communication 

channels and assessments can be avoided in favour of ecosystem protection. 

The harvesting regulations concretise the technical regulations to this extent and are even ex-

tended to include the obligation to search for lost gear.310 This reflects the need to prevent 

pre-catch losses and ghost-fishing, as well as the resulting negative impacts on ecosystems. 

As Norway does not define the term "bycatch" in national law, the elements of the term are to 

be taken from the COCRF and the 2011 FAO Bycatch Guidelines, as Section 6 MRA ap-

plies.311 This is further evidence of the existence and functioning of the principle of presump-

tion, as Norway implements the term "bycatch" in a broad sense, although it is not interna-

tional common sense to also subsume ghost-fishing and pre-catch mortality as bycatch. 

Thus, the measures to avoid bycatch based on a pragmatic approach with a broad understand-

ing of "bycatch" are an effective means to promote EAFM. The legal design of the entire reg-

ulations can be described as resilient, as there are no discretionary exemption rules, so that the 

regulations are clearly understandable for stakeholders and create legal certainty. In particu-

lar, the simple formulation of the exemption rules in unit numbers can be easily implemented 

by fishermen and easily controlled by the coast guard. Finally, the powers of the Coast Guard 

allow for EAFM-based and adaptive management, as it can react adequately to constantly 

changing circumstances. 
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3.3.2 Landing obligation 

The landing obligation in Norway includes all fish and these must be counted against the quo-

tas after landing.312 In contrast to the EU, there are no exemptions per se, but exemptions are 

rather issued through "regulations" of the Ministry for site-specific bycatch problems.313 The 

scope of the term "bycatch" also goes further than that of the EU, as "marine organisms" are 

covered in addition to marine mammals and seabirds.314 This reflects the closer attention to 

cumulative effects on ecosystems and non-targeted specimens. There are exceptions to the LO 

for viable fish caught in contravention of harvest regulations or MRA, viable fish, and species 

exceptions.315 

In general, 10% of catches below the minimum size are allowed, but derogations are concre-

tised.316 Here, in contrast to the "one-fits-all" approach, a graduated system applies that sets 

the percentages on a scientific basis and does not represent an exclusive economic compro-

mise. The regulation of § 49 is comparable to the de minimis regulation of the CFP and takes 

into account the fact that bycatch is unavoidable. In the Norwegian version, however, the LO 

applies to undersized bycatch, so that this must be counted against the quotas. In contrast, in 

the CFP (Art. 15 (4) (c)), the LO does not apply and de minimis catches do not have to be 

counted against quotas. Consequently, to a certain extent, additional ecosystem impact is al-

lowed without any incentive for change in the future. In comparison, in the Norwegian ver-

sion, the "permitted bycatch" is found under Section 16 with the aim of minimising ecosystem 

impacts, so that in the long term the permitted quantities of undersized fish can be further 

minimised. In addition, too many undersized fish trigger a reason for a real time closure, 

while in the EU the LO no longer applies in the same situation. 

An important factor influencing the existing LO is that unlike in the EU, quota swaps cannot 

take place because quotas are not easily transferable. Consequently, fishermen have a preven-
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tive incentive to avoid bycatch and discards, as otherwise the profitability of the fishery suf-

fers. Due to the fundamental absence of scientific data, the strict LO has the advantage that 

the bycatch can be fed into scientific research so that, in the best case, conclusions can be 

drawn on technical measures and ecosystem impacts. 

Ultimately, the focus in bycatch management here is more on preventive measures than on a 

complex design of the LO in terms of content. The LO itself, however, leads to an incentive 

to avoid further bycatch, as there are exceptions only in isolated cases. However, the legal de-

sign of bycatch management essentially reflects the requirements of the FAO 2011 Guidelines 

on bycatch management through aspects such as the involvement of stakeholders, compliance 

with BAT, adaptive RCT and a simplified form of communication among fishermen through 

radio. Ultimately, it can be said that the implementation of EAFM is also based on pragmatic 

and adaptive principles without showing great legal resilience. 

This is supported by a broad stakeholder acceptance, since on the one hand there has already 

been improved bycatch management since the cod crisis and there is therefore sufficient expe-

rience in dealing with it, and on the other hand scientific advice is generally heeded, so that 

the compliance rate with the regulations is higher than in the EU.317  

4 Discussion 

With regard to fisheries management, it can be said that there are significant differences in the 

legal design of the CFP and MRA which reflect on the TAC and bycatch management. 

Firstly, the CFP is characterised by an open market in which new fishery participants can ap-

ply for quota allocation,318 whereas in Norway the limitation of accession results in a closed 

market and the number of quota holders tends to be reduced by the IVQ system to achieve 

greater efficiency in the fishery.319 
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Second, in the EU, EAFM and PA are designed as concepts in the CFP and not as principles 

as in the MRA. Therefore, the Norwegian implementation goes beyond the international com-

mitments. Concepts are formulated in general terms and are not to be considered as legally 

binding and the normative character is decisively shaped by the embedding in the respective 

law. A principle must be integrated in a legally binding manner during the decision-making 

process and its application is also justiciable. This different weighting is reflected in the de-

sign of EA(FM)-based CMs, as within the CFP the non-compliance with the EAFM can be 

justified within the framework of proportionality. 

Thirdly, the MRA does not define the EA or PP and is thus weakened in its adaptivity to the 

implementation of the EA, because no legal foundations for the interpretation of the term are 

existent. The meaning of the MRA principles is determined by the presumption principle and 

through this, legally binding international agreements must be implemented if national law 

does not regulate anything in this regard. This can be considered as successful in the case of 

Norway, as measures are basically based on best scientific recommendations and accepted by 

decision-makers, which strengthens the resilience of EA implementation in fact. In contrast, 

the EU defines EAFM proactive as an integrated approach to manage fisheries within “eco-

logically meaningful boundaries”. The problem with the design of the EAFM is that the defi-

nition of the term and the objective are not further substantiated in the law, which would 

make it possible to create a materially binding framework that must be observed in the appli-

cation and implementation. This problem is exacerbated by non-binding nature of the concept 

combined with undefined legal terms which hamper an effective implementation even more. 

Although in the CFP cumulative impacts from other horizontal sectors are to be considered in 

decision-making, linkages are found at most in the Recitals and not in the legally binding arti-

cles themselves so that these impacts are easily disregarded. In comparison to that, in Norway 

cumulative impacts on habitat and biodiversity must be included in decision-making in a le-

gally binding way through the designation as a principle and the mention in Art. 7 (2) (b) 

MRA, as this passage links to Art. 10 Nature Diversity Act. Furthermore, compared to Nor-

way, it is not possible to judicially review a disregard or breach of EAFM principles. The un-

defined legal terms and lack of justiciability cumulatively weaken the relevance and legal re-

silience of the EAFM, as access to information and justice are effectively made impossible for 

the public and the judiciary. The effect is that existing practices can continue as in the past 

and EAFM-consideration continue to be disregarded. Ultimately, the existence of a definition 
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does not determine the success of the implementation. Even if the definition of EAFM in the 

CFP appears at first glance to be more resilient than the design in Norway, it shows that the 

degree of legal bindingness of the EA(FM) and access to the relevant information have a cen-

tral role in the implementation. 

Fourthly, the CFP is characterised by a larger number of multilevel institutions and stakehold-

ers than in Norway. While in Norway the CM is issued exclusively by the Ministry of Fishery 

and the subordinate institutions, the CM in the CFP are basically based on the measures and 

proposals of the MS due to the sovereign rights over natural resources. In the case of the 

TAC, a decision must be taken by the Union and the quotas are allocated to the MS and the 

applicants as individuals on the basis of the principle of relative stability. In contrast, in Nor-

way, quotas are issued directly by the Ministry to the entitled vessels and the quotas are 

linked to the ownership of the entitled vessels. Therefore, the EAFM adaptivity is only com-

parable to a limited extent in this respect, as decision-making processes in a more complex 

multi-level system by their nature require more time and resources due to the involvement of 

the relevant institutions. Nevertheless, the legal requirements for decision-making and the 

substantive requirements to issue a quota can be compared in terms of on which data, are 

used, how transparent decisions are made, and which stakeholders are represented. 

Fifth, the differences in the implementation of the EA(FM) are also significantly shaped by 

stakeholder acceptance and compliance between the EU and Norway as a decisive factor of 

resilience. While in the EU there is massive discord and mistrust on the part of the public, 

within fisheries participants, and scientists, this is the basis for the lack of resilient legally 

binding anchors of minimum standards for decision-making. The involved stakeholders are 

not clear about the division of roles in the decision-making, and it seems like that this is not 

about to change. Therefore, scientific data are only part of the "consultation" and are consid-

ered equivalent to economic advice. 

In Norway, CMs are made through public-private decision-making and the fishing industry is 

significantly involved, and the scope for decision-making is within scientifically defined 

frameworks. However, it should also be pointed out that sustainable fisheries management 

has been practised in Norway since the mid-1980s and it might be concluded that both man-
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agement strategies are in different stages of acceptance, because direct stakeholder involve-

ment only exists since 2002 without significant changes.320 Although the assessment of cul-

tural and historical differences in terms of legitimacy and voluntariness in the area of stake-

holder compliance is outside the scope of this paper, it cannot be rejected that these constitute 

a decisive factor in the decision-making process, since no holistic control can take place at sea 

and the success of the CM depends largely on the participation of the fishermen.321 While 

within the EU there has long been a general “mistrust of measures from Brussels”, in Norway 

it seems that there is a certain trust and compliance in CM. Consequently, the implementation 

of the EA in Norway can also be considered more resilient due to the level of stakeholder ac-

ceptance and voluntary action.  

In the area of CMs analysed, differences have also become apparent, which are internal. 

The legal resilience of TACs in the EU must be regarded as generally weak, as there is incon-

sistency with the legal design of TACs in a highly fragmented and complex sector and due to 

the insufficiently legally binding concept of MSY and PA. The decision-making of the TAC 

takes place within a fragmented structure that considers all represented interests as equal. 

With regard to the implementation of EAFM, the concept of regionalisation through ACs is a 

first step, but within the ACs economic interests are mainly represented. Moreover, decision-

making within the ACs takes place with data that does not have to comply with the CFP, so 

that ultimately there is neither legal certainty regarding the application of the Good Govern-

ance Principles, nor can the influence of the ACs on the Commission be clearly determined. 

The cumulative effects of the lack of legally binding consideration of scientific data, the eco-

nomic misuse of the principle of relative stability, the stakeholder conflicts with predominant 

economic interest representation make adaptive exploitation management almost impossible 

and cause the EAFM implementation to fail. 

While only the categories of quota are defined in the MRA, the determination of the reference 

points and amount of allowed catch are entrusted to the responsible scientific institution. The 

result builds the basis of the decision-making framework for the Management Council as an 
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element of public-private decision-making. The prioritisation of stock-specific and fishery-

specific problems further limits the decision-making framework for the TAC and can be used 

as a basis for communicating opposing interest groups. Within the Management Council, 

however, the same concerns exist as with the AC when it comes to the adequate representa-

tion of the public interest, as economic stakeholders are overrepresented. Due trend that the 

fisheries sector tends to be limited to fewer stakeholder due to the IVQ, risk of an over-privat-

ization with an unsustainable outcome arises.322 Nevertheless, if the scope of decision is de-

termined by best scientific advice, opposing wills can be mitigated either in a preventative 

way or through judicial review. Here, too, there is a clear difference in implementation. Nor-

way relies on an adaptive strategy through pragmatic solutions such as the EAFM tools, 

whereas adaptivity in the EU is significantly impaired by the complexity of the factors men-

tioned above. An additional legal factor here is the design of the EA and PP in Norway, as 

these have to be taken into account in the decision-making process. 

In the area of bycatch management, there are considerable differences, but also common fea-

tures in the EU. The common features are that both have legally regulated RCT in conjunction 

with move-on obligations and the LO as conservation measures. The enforcement of RCT 

measures in the EU is characterised by the cumulative effects of a lack of legal certainty, mul-

tilevel discretion and the absence of a real-time element, and this is intensified by the inade-

quate design of the PA due to need of certainty that harm will occur. In contrast, RCT in Nor-

way are based on the precautionary principle and is a tried and tested measure since 1984. 

Moreover, simple communication channels and additional powers of the Coast Guard allow 

for a fast and effective implementation of the measures, which is in line with the principles of 

adaptive EA management, as changing circumstances in the ecosystems can be taken into ac-

count through legally binding policy measures. Despite the institutional complexity in the EU, 

this aspect could be balanced out by a corresponding temporal element as an adaptive man-

agement element, which does not give the authorities any discretion and would ensure not 

only adaptivity but also legal resilience. 
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The LO in Norway is characterised by a broad interpretation of the term "bycatch", which 

also includes ghost fishing. Compared to the EU, all catches must be landed and counted 

against quotas, whereas in the TAC only catches subject to a catch limit or minimum size 

must be landed. Exceptions to the LO exist only through individual cases regulated by law, 

while there are already exceptions within the CFP where the LO does not apply. The excep-

tions are characterised by a low level of stakeholder compliance, weak enforcement, and un-

defined legal terms, which work against a reduction of bycatch and discards. Another problem 

is the principle of stability and the QS system, which suffers from a massive lack of transpar-

ency, making it impossible to assess the effectiveness of fishing efforts. This is because in the 

EU it is allowed to freely dispose of and trade quotas in a way that does not contribute to the 

goal of reducing impacts on ecosystems. This is not the case in Norway due to the IVQ sys-

tem, so that the quota holders cannot "optimise" them through QS. Therefore, the incentive is 

created from the beginning to avoid bycatch to be able to fish profitably. This can also be seen 

as a shift to prioritise preventive bycatch management, with the effect that fishing is kept at 

profitable levels and the impacts on fish stocks and habitats can be reduced. Although bycatch 

has already been reduced in the EU since its introduction, the actual impact on ecosystems is 

difficult to assess, but could be reduced even further with comprehensive and detailed regula-

tion. It should also be noted, however, that especially in the area of compliance with the LO in 

Norway, experience has already existed for about 30 years and the initial opposition of the 

fisheries sector had to be overcome, while the EU is just at an early stage and has to overcome 

the oppositional fisheries sector. Ultimately, adaptivity in Norway is largely achieved through 

pragmatic measures rather than relying solely on legal resilience, while the EU has neither a 

legally resilient nor an adaptive bycatch management system. 

5 Conclusion 

The aim of this work was to identify different elements of the EAFM that would enable the 

EU to implement the EAFM more successfully to achieve environmentally sustainable fishing 

which could be implemented in the next reform of the CFP. 

In both legal acts, fish stocks are common pool resources and not the subject of private prop-

erty. In both legal systems, the economic and public sectors compete over the measures to be 

taken. However, since public interests have not been considered in the EU in the past, they 
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must be better protected by the EAFM. Public and ecosystem-based interests can only be suc-

cessfully pursued and implemented if there is a certain degree of stakeholder involvement and 

acceptance. In this respect, Norway and the EU have different starting points and socio-cul-

tural preconditions due to their historical developments. As demonstrated by Norway, EAFM 

tools can help to increase stakeholder acceptance as a basis for decision-making. In view of 

the ever-deepening rifts between stakeholders in the EU, a similar approach as in Norway 

could also take place here. 

An indispensable prerequisite is to find the basis for a later willingness to compromise, for 

example by setting legal framework conditions. Due to the difficult socio-cultural situation in 

the EU, this is necessary to a much more detailed degree than in Norway, as the past has 

shown that legal weaknesses are always exploited to enable a resilient implementation of 

EAFM. However, these framework conditions can be set with the results of this legal analy-

sis.  

First, either within the next reform or by ruling of the CJEU, the PA and the EAFM could be 

upgraded as principles so that CMs could be enacted already at the risk of harm. This would 

not only directly benefit the ecosystem through preventive measures but would also save re-

sources previously used to scientifically determine the occurrence of damage and facilitate ac-

cess to justice through an erroneous administrative decision. The strengthening of these fun-

damental is going to strengthen all analysed CMs and makes EAFM considerations more re-

silient against opposing interest through limiting discretion.  

Overall, the public must be further involved in the decision-making process by increasing 

transparency through access to environmental information, which also form the basis for ac-

cess to courts. This aspect must be regulated either generally or for the respective provisions, 

because so far it almost impossible to obtain information about CM procedures. In the spirit 

of a Norwegian progressive introduction of EA elements, transparency aspects could be intro-

duced in the ACs. Full disclosure of the protocols and in the decision-making process could 

already have the advantage of increasing the compliance pressure on stakeholders with regard 

to EAFM considerations and the liability pressure of decision-makers. Another step to inte-

grate the importance of scientific evidence into decision-making processes in the sense that 

data in the public interest form the basis for decision-making. This could prevent lobby-based 
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non-compliant decisions insofar as they do not per se violate public interests and could also 

be pursued through repressive measures. The combination of these two steps could of course 

only be introduced gradually, as any fundamental renewal that runs counter to economic inter-

ests is rejected, but a start must be made at the European level.   

In addition, the legal framework needs to adapt more elements of resilience, as the complexity 

of institutions in the European multi-level system so far creates both cumulative discretionary 

powers and a space without precise accountability rules. While there is less need to make use 

of elements of legal resilience in Norway, there is undoubtedly a need for it in the EU.  

Even if suitable solutions must be found in individual cases, it can be generally noted that the 

use of uniform legal terms in the different legal acts would already be a first step towards a 

uniform application of the law and better lay comprehensibility. This would also help to avoid 

having to deal with different interpretations of the terms. Furthermore, the avoidance of inde-

terminate legal terms would have to be largely dispensed with or at least there would have to 

be substantive legal limits restricting them. If this were the case and the EAFM were designed 

as a principle, these terms would also be more justiciable. These and much more steps must 

be taken by the Commission in the next years to preserve the available stock and to avoid a 

complete collapse of fisheries. 
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